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PRESIDENT'S PERSPECTIVE 
Farewell, Phyllis Wright 
No animal advocate was more dedicated or devoted 
T he animal-protection community lost a fiiend and a leader on October 3 with the death of Phyllis Wright. As the many tributes received by the soci-
ety eloquently testify. Phyllis was a shining light in the 
animal-protection mm ement and an inspiration to many 
who work in the field. 
Phyllis's style of humor. blunt forthrightness, and dedi-
cation to the job at hand left an indelible impression on all 
who met her and \\ orked with her. Her uncanny ability to 
cut to the he an of the matter and get the job done for the 
animals inspired effon s and achievements that would not 
ha\ e been possible without her encouragement and sup-
port. 
Phyllis ·s low of animals was a constant throughout her 
li fe. Her life 's work always involved animals; she worked 
with military dogs dwing the Korean War and later oper-
ated her O\\n kennels. Later still she managed the Wash-
ington. D.C. . Anima l Rescue League and served as a 
board member of the nonprofit D.C. Tail Waggers Animal 
Clinic. Phyllis sen ed as the Ptince George 's County ani-
mal-control conunissioner for seven years, and was a 
founder of the .\Iontgomery County Animal Shelter, in 
her home state of .\1aryland. 
Phyllis joined the staff of The HSUS in 1969, and in 
1975 became our chief liaison with animal shelters. In 
1983 she was named ,~ice president, Companion Animals, 
and served with passion and conunitment until her retire-
ment in 1991 . 
Once Phyllis arrived on the national 
scene, she never stopped moving. She 
traveled throughout the country testifying 
before state and local legislatures and 
speaking at professional meetings. She 
logged hundreds of thousands of miles in-
specting shelters and conducting training 
workshops. Her intense influence brought 
animal-control and shelter professionals 
together in innovative and creative ways, enabling all she 
touched to know they were giving their time in an impor-
tant and compassionate endeavor. 
Phyllis was instrumental in nationwide effmts to im-
prove euthanasia methods; at the same time, she worked 
diligently on pet-overpopulation control, which would 
lessen the need for euthanasia. Under her leadership, in 
1978 The HSUS launched Shelter Sense, a publication de-
signed to encourage and enable the hard-working people 
she cared so much about. The Animal Control Academy 
and countless other initiatives to increase the profession-
alism of animal-control and shelter-management person-
nel were begun during her oversight of the HSUS Com-
panion Animals section. 
Upon Phyllis's retirement, HSUS Chief Executive John 
A. Hoyt wrote, "No advocate for animals has been more 
dedicated or devoted to her calling than Phyllis Wright, 
and few will be her peers in the years ahead. She has in-
spired and motivated an army of people who have joined 
the battle of those seeking to free animals from abuse and 
suffering and create a world in which cruelty is replaced 
by compassion." 
Yet her contributions, great and many as they are, do 
not tell the whole story. Her special gift resided in her 
spirit, in her love for animals and for the people who work 
to help them. This gift she freely offered to each of us in 
this movement, and it is this gift we share and pass on. 
As we mark Phyllis's passing, we also 
acknowledge her presence in our continu-
ing effort to protect animals. Surely her 
life reminds us that the work of our hands 
makes a difference and that the hours and 
days of our lives invested in caring for Cre-
ation and its creatures are efficacious. 
From the perspective of animal protection, 
Phyllis left this world better than she found 
it. I can think of no higher tribute. • 
Paul G. Irwin, President 
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HSUS ACES ONE FOR 
THE ANIMALS 
The HSUS ventured into new territory in September 
when we hosted "Ace It for 
Animals," our first pro/ce-
lebrity tennis event, at the 
Malibu Racquet Club in Cali -
fornia. 
Two dozen celebrities lent 
their support to the occasion, 
and more than twenty of them 
1993 IS 11THE YEAR 
OF THE CAT" 
A I though domestic cats have lived side by side 
with people for thousands of 
years, they often are misun-
derstood, and sometimes mis-
treated, to tlus day. In an effort 
to educate people nationwide 
about the rewards and respon-
sibilities of owning a cat, the 
nation's four largest animal-
protection organizations have 
united to proclaim 1993 "The 
Year of the Cat." 
The HSUS, the American 
Society for the Prevention of 
Cruelty to Animals, the Mass-
achusetts Society for the Pre-
vention of Cruelty to Ani-
mals, and the American Hu-
mane Association are asking 
TRACKS 
The winners of The HSUS's .first pro/celebri{l· tennis 
event are (from right to left) professional Vincent Van 
Patten and Rod McCmy, who defeated Eric Braeden 
and professional Nels Van Patten. Inset: actors Lloyd 
Bridges and Loretta Swit enjoy the tennis. 
recorded special public-
service announcements 
about The HSUS and our 
work. We made new friends in 
Hollywood, many of \\·hom 
have offered to help \\ ith fu -
local humane societies, ani- I we demystify the cat." 
mal shelters, and vete1inar- Cats are often misper-
ians to partici- ceived as mys-
pate in this spe- terious, aloof, 
cia! effort to and frightening 
present the facts creatures who 
about domestic requlfe little 
cats. care or atten-
Today, pet tion. The cam-
cats outnumber paign 's four na-
pet dogs 60 mil- tiona! sponsors 
lion to 55 mil- hope that "The 
lion. "Cats have Year of the Cat" 
slowly crept up will help to curb 
to win people's the abuse and 
hearts ," said neglect of cats 
Marc Paulhus, and encourage 
HSUS vice pres- n •'AHA/AsPCA!HsuSJMsPCA responsible pet 
ident, Companion Animals. ownership. 
"Unfortunately, people's know!- A special mailing is being 
edge of cats hasn't kept pace sent to local animal shelters 
with their love for them. We and veterinary organizations 
want to make 1993 the year nationwide to explain the 
ture projects here and abroad. 
In addition, invited gue- -
at the three-day event were 
treated to superb te1mis played 
by pro/celebri ty and pro/ama-
teur teams. 
As exciting as the tenni 
was, the high point of the 
weekend came at a Saturday-
night gala when The HSUS 
honored Matthew and Kevin 
Lamb, two California brothers 
who had witnessed and report-
ed to authorities an act of cru-
elty to pelicans perpetrated by 
two fishermen. Actress Loret-
ta Swit gave each youngster an 
campaign arid provide educa-
tional information and materi-
als. Included in the mailing 
will be a sample "Year of the 
Cat" proclamation, sheet of 
logo slicks, list of suggested 
activities, myths-and-facts 
brochure, colorful poster, and 
order form. The brochure and 
poster feature whimsical 
drawings by Suzy Becker, au-
thor and illustrator of the best-
selling book ·All I Need to 
Know I Learnedfrom My Cat. 
A second mailing will consist 
of scripts for "Year of the Cat" 
pub I ic-service a!illow1cements 
local radio alillouncers can 
read over the air. 
For more information , 
write to 'The Year of the Cat," 
The HSUS, 2100 L St., NW, 
Washington, DC 20037. • 








KIND News, the high-
ly acclaimed children's 
newspaper published 
by the National Asso-
ciation for Humane 
and Environmental Ed-
ucation (NAHEE), re-
cently received the 
APEX '92 Award of 
Excel lence. APEX awards are 
given for outstanding graphic 
design, editorial content, and 
overall communications effec-
tiveness. NAHEE's Adopt-A-
Teacher program, through 
which KIND News is distrib-
uted to classrooms nation-
wide, recently was awarded 
the Certificate for Environ-
mental Achievement by the 
National Environmental Awards 
DIVISION REPORT 
Council. The program was 
honored for its success in ad-
vancing the cause of environ-
mental protection while serv-
ing as a model for other pro-
grams around the country. 
APEX and the National 
Environmental Awards Coun-
cil join such other distin-
gu ished award sponsors as the 
Education Press Association 
of America, the Partnerships 
in Education Journal, the 
U.S. Environmental Protec-
tion Agency, and Association 
Trends, all of which have hon-
ored NAHEE publications and 
programs in recent years. 
"This kind of recognition is 
extremely important to us," 
says Patty A. Finch, HSUS 
vice president, Youth Educa-
tion, and executive director of 
NAHEE. " It validates the im-
Tvvo organizations have re-
cently honored KIND News. 
portance of our message." 
Recent surveys of teachers 
and students who receive 
KIND News reflect the publi-
cation 's far-reaching impact. 
Ninety-six percent of respond-
ing teachers reported that their 
students take KIND News 
home to share with their f: 
ly, a finding confirmed by rte 
student survey. Current!~· 
by more than 600,000 . · 
dents, Kl! D . · • ..s 
serves 
Finch, b a x 
"it is hu 
education 
goes into tl:e 
home. It is rea ' . 
children and par ~ 
who may not be well inform · 
about the appropriate treat-
ment of animals. We 're no· 
just 'preaching to the choir. ' .. 
To learn how you can 
"adopt" a teacher and provid 
KIND News to a classroom 
in your area for just $18 per 
year, contact NAHEE, PO Box 
362, East Haddam, CT 
06423- 0362. • 
______ _____ State Zip __ _ 
Mail in confidence to: Murdaugh S. Madden, Vice President/ Se-
nior Counsel, The Humane Society of the United States, 2100 L 
St., N\V, Washington, DC 2003 7. 
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UP FRONT 
One of the two surviving beluga whales pe1jorms for visitors at Chicago s Shedd Aquar-
ium. Using legal means, The HSUS had sought to prevent the facility s capture of four 
whales, but a permit for the capture was granted over our objections. 
WILDLIFE 
Whales Die at Shedd Aquarium 
Disputed capture leads to tragedy for belugas 
0 n September 22 two beluga whales died at Chicago's John G. Shedd Aquarium after reportedly 
being administered deworming medica-
tion (although the cause of death had not 
been determined as of November). The 
whales were among four captured in the 
Churchill, Manitoba, area of the Hudson 
Bay in August. 
The HSUS had sought to prevent the 
capture ever since it became known that 
the aquarium planned to take four whales 
to display in its new oceanarium (see the 
Winter 1992 HSUS News). Marine mam-
mals taken from the wild for public dis-
play in zoos, aquaria, and ma1ine parks 
are subjected to brutal , stressful, rodeo-
style hunts; once captured, whales fre-
HSUS NEWS • Winter 1993 
quently become ill and suffer high 
mortality rates. With other environmental 
and animal-protection organizations, we 
asked the National Marine Fisheries Ser-
vice (NMFS) in the fall of 1991 to deny a 
permit for the capture and display of the 
whales. Despite our argument that such 
capture and display would be unwise, in -
humane, and inappropriate, the pem1it 
was granted. In response The HSUS and 
other groups filed suit in U.S. district 
court in Washington, D.C.. challenging 
the validi ty of the pem1it. Among other 
points, the suit charged that the permit 
was ill egal and that the .S. secretary of 
commerce had failed to meet standards 
under .S . law for protecting marine 
mammals. 
John Crosbie, Canadian mmtster of 
fisheries, pledged in a press release that 
Canada would not allow the whale capture 
until the lawsuit had been resolved. When 
the court's initial decision went against us, 
we immediately appealed. Although the 
appeal remains pending, Canada let the 
capture proceed. A month later two belu-
gas were dead. 
There is strong evidence that beluga 
whales cannot thrive in captivity. U.S. 
government statistics show that approxi-
mately 45 percent of belugas have died af-
ter five to seven years in captivity (the av-
erage life span for a beluga in the wild 
ranges from twenty-five to fifty years); 
only two successful captive births have been 
recorded. The Shedd Aquarium is widely 
considered one of the best in the captive-
display industry, but the fact that the 
Shedd veterinarian who administered the 
deworming medication to the whales was 
not at the time li censed to practice in Illi-
nois suggests that even at well-regarded 
facilities, management practices may fall 
short of what they should be. In our view 
such incidents demonstrate that beluga 
whales simply do not belong in captiviry. 
The HSUS continues to seek relief 
through our lawsuit and plans to submit 
A beluga whale at the Shedd Aquarium: 
The HSUS believes belugas belong in the 
wild, not in zoos, aquaria, or marine parks. 
5 
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extensive comments to the NMFS upon 
review of the results of the necropsy per-
formed on the two dead whales. We will 
submit additional formal testimony to the 
government urging a halt to the capture of 
beluga whales. 
Belugas- intelligent, socially complex 
INVESTIGATIONS 
marine mammals- should not be removed 
from their families in the wild and forced 
into an artificial life of captivity. They be-
long in the wild, not on public display in 
zoos, aquaria, or marine parks.- Paula 
Jewell, program coordinator, Wildlife and 
Habitat Protection, HSUS 
HSUS Responds to Olympic Furor 
Changes are needed in equestrian competition 
The 1992 Summer Olympic Games in Barcelona, Spain, offered many Americans their first opportunity to 
see an equestrian competition known as 
the three-day event. One of three equestri-
an disciplines included in the Olympics, 
the three-day event turned out to be a dis-
astrous introduction to equestrian sports . 
Horrified viewers of NBC's television 
coverage saw almost a dozen horses fall 
after crashing into unyielding obstacles or 
refuse to jump them altogether. 
HSUS members immediately flooded 
our offices with letters expressing their 
outrage and disbelief. 
Our members' collective plea called 
for The HSUS to stop the blatant cruelty 
in equestrian three-day-eventing. Within 
days of the Olympic competition in July, 
we had assembled an expert advisory 
group, headed by David K. Wills, HSUS 
vice president, Investigations. In letters to 
the Federation Equestre Internationale 
(FEI), which oversees all Olympic eques-
Erik Duvander and Saucy Gift crash at the last jumping element of Obstacle 13 on the 
O(nnpic cross-country course in Spain. The HSUS has presented to the FE! recommen-
daTions designed to reduce drastically horses ' risk of stress, injury, and death. 
trian competitions, and to the other orga-
nizations under whose auspices three-day 
competitions are conducted in this coun-
try, HSUS President Paul G. Irwin ex-
pressed our opposition to the current con-
duct of world-caliber events. He recom-
mended, in the strongest terms, that the 
FET implement new rules that will ensure 
the safety- and prevent the mistreatment 
---Qfthe horses involved. 
Eileen Thomas, former executive di-
rector of the U.S. Combined Training As-
sociation, the group most directly in-
volved in U.S. eventing, has joined us as a 
consultant to our advisory group. Ms. 
Thomas believes that the sport "constantly 
treads a fine line between sport and enjoy-
ment on the one hand and abuse and ex-
ploitation on the other." 
The HSUS has presented a set of rec-
ommendations to the FEI and other eques-
trian bodies designed to reduce drastically 
the horse's risk of stress, injury, and death. 
As of November the FEI had given no in-
dication that it intended to consider 
changing its rules. The FEI's lack of sub-
stantive response has not discouraged The 
HSUS from pursuing all reasonable 
means to prevent the continuing abuse of 
event horses. 
In late October HSUS investigators 
monitored an international-level three-day 
competition in Fair Hill, Maryland. They 
wanted to get a close look at the design of 
the courses and the severity of the obsta-
cles and, more important, to be available if 
a horse was injured while competing. Be-
cause HSUS members residing near Fair 
Hill had expressed their concern about the 
event to their state's attorney, a county 
deputy sheriff was on call. 
The cool, dry weather experienced at 
Fair Hill was ideal for eventing. (Heat and 
humidity greatly increase the risk of harm 
to the horses on cross-country because 
they sap the strength of horses asked to 
put forth maximum physical effort.) Even 
so, a number of horses refused to jump 
specific obstacles; one horse fell.* 
The history of the three-day event ex-
plains in part why it is so brutal. The com-
*Under cold, wet, and windy conditions in Bad-
minton, England, last year, three horses lost their 
lives during what is considered the world 's most de-
manding annual three-day event. 
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pet1t10n is based on the European mili-
taire, an equestrian triathlon that tests cav-
alry horses' suitability for military duties. 
When the three-day event first appeared in 
the Olympics in 1912, twenty-seven hors-
es started the competition, but only fifteen 
finished. After viewing what took place in 
Barcelona, one can only conclude that the 
military's "survival-of-the-fittest" attitude 
and lack of consideration for the horse re-
main in the modern eventing community. 
Three-day-eventing involves three ac-
tivities, dressage, speed and endurance, 
and stadium jumping, over three consecu-
tive days. The speed-and-endurance test, 
the most difficult and hazardous part of 
the contest, consists of four phases: two 
separate "roads and tracks," the steeple-
chase, and cross-country. The first roads-
and-tracks phase is designed to prepare the 
horse for the rigorous tests ahead. Horses 
are ridden two to four miles at a recom-
mended speed no faster than about eight 
HSUS NEWS • Winter 1993 
miles per hour. The two-mile steeplechase 
course, lined with jumps, requires a speed 
of approximately twenty-six miles per 
hour. The second roads-and-tracks phase 
tests the horse 's fitness and endurance and 
provides the cooling-down period needed 
for the horse to endure the most challeng-
ing and final phase. The purpose of this 
roads-and-tracks phase can be easily 
thwarted if the rider exceeds the recom-
mended speed or if the course is uphill. 
It is during the final, cross-country, 
phase that most accidents and injuries take 
place. Individual horses must traverse a 
hilly, twisting course four to five miles 
long with up to thirty complex obsta-
cles-as high as three feet eleven inches 
and as wide as five feet eleven inch-
es- within a specific time period. The ob-
stacles- water jumps, banks, ditches, and 
drop fences- are solid and unyielding, 
built of stone, logs, railroad ties, and tele-
phone poles. They present optical illu-
sions and require multiple jumping ef-
forts. Although many fences have Jess de-
manding, alternate routes for a rider to 
choose if he/she thinks the more difficult 
options are too much for his/her moLmt to 
negotiate, the less demanding routes are 
more time-consuming. Riders tend to take 
the riskiest routes in the hopes of finishing 
among the top placi ngs. 
Exhaustion, inexpetience, and rider er-
ror can contribute to spectacular, even 
deadly, falls of both horse and rider. Even 
tired horses who manage to stagger to the 
finish may collapse in potentially fatal 
distress. Only heroic veterinary attention 
at the end of the course may save such an-
imals. (U.S. competitor Todd Trewin 
jw11ped off his horse, Sandscript, in Bar-
celona, incurring elimination, as he felt 
the gelding about to collapse at the end of 
cross-country. He was criticized for over-
riding a brave and willing animal to the 
point of exhaustion and has admitted the 
7 
8 
possibility of error on his part.) 
As grueling as cross-country is for 
event horses, it is not the final part of the 
three-day test. The following day, horses 
must negotiate yet another jumping 
course, this time in an enclosed arena. The 
course is not unduly difficult; rather, it is 
designed to test whether a horse can sum-
mon the energy and willingness to per-
form after the rigors endured the previous 
day. To get the horse to the final day, how-
ever, an equine MASH unit, made up of 
grooms, veterinarians, farriers, and others, 
may massage, poultice, cool, and hand-
walk the event horse around the clock to 
enable the animal to perform in the final 
phase. 
Three-day events are held every year 
worldwide, but the Olympics is by far the 
most visible and prestigious competition. 
Three-day events are so demanding that 
COMPANION ANIMAU 
horses should compete in no more than 
two or three in an eighteen-month period. 
Imagine the outcry over a course de-
signed for Olympic runners or jumpers 
that had built-in hazards causing crip-
pling, even fatal, injuries! We would not 
permit an Olympic event that did not con-
sider the health and safety of human com-
petitors to be of paramount importance. 
Why then should we permit one that 
threatens every horse entered? 
The HSUS will not tolerate a repeat of 
Barcelona. The 1996 Olympic Games will 
be held in Atlanta, Georgia, where, unlike 
Barcelona, there are animal-cruelty laws 
that prohibit the overdriving and over-
working of horses. We hope the FEI will 
cooperate with us for the welfare of the 
horses, but if it chooses to ignore our de-
mands for change, we will not hesitate to 
pursue legal action. • 
Beware of Antifreeze Dangers 
A new alternative could decrease risk to pets 
T he HSUS estimates that thousands of dogs, cats, and wild animals die each winter from antifreeze poison-
mg. Commercial antifreeze- the kind 
used by most car owners and mechan-
ics- is 95 percent ethylene glycol, an ex-
tremely toxic, odorless liquid that is ap-
pealing to animals, especially young ones. 
They will lick up the deadly green liquid 
from the grow1d or, after stepping in it, 
lick it off their paws. 
A teaspoonful of undiluted, ethylene 
glycol- based antifreeze can kill a seven-
pound cat; one-and-a-half ounces can kill 
a twenty-pound dog. After ingestion the 
poison is rapidly absorbed from the diges-
tive tract. Within a half hour, the animal 
exhibits symptoms such as vomiting, de-
pression, lack of coordination, and weak-
ness. If not treated immediately, the ani-
mal could suffer kidney failure, lapse into 
a coma. and die within twenty-four hours. 
The HSUS has worked for years toed-
ucate the public about the dangers of an-
tifreeze. We're currently examining two 
potential solutions to the problem. One 
approach is to add bitter-tasting agents, 
called aversives, to antifreeze to make it 
taste bad to children and animals. It is un-
clear, however, how well aversives work 
and what concentrations are required to 
make antifreeze taste bitter to different 
species of animals. As a result, antifreeze 
manufacturers have been slow to incorpo-
rate aversives into their products. 
This year Oregon will become the first 
state to require aversives in toxic house-
hold chemicals, including antifreeze. Al-
though the concentration of the aversive 
BitrexrM required by law is suitable to pro-
tect children, it may not be high enough to 
protect most pets and wild animals. 
A more promising solution to the prob-
lem of antifreeze poisoning is an alterna-
tive to ethylene glycol- based antifreeze 
that manufacturers say works just as well: 
propylene glycol- based antifreeze. Ac-
cording to available data, propylene glycol 
is significantly less toxic than ethylene 
glycol; it has even been used as an addi-
tive in foods and cosmetics. Although an-
tifreeze made with propylene glycol costs 
$2- 3 more per gallon than its more toxic 
counterpart, for consumers who care 
about animals, the product's safety is well 
worth the price. Propylene glycol- based 
antifreeze, though hard to find in some ar-
eas, is sold in many auto-supply stores. 
Until alternative solutions are achieved, 
pet owners and others who usc ethylene 
glycol-based antifreeze should be cau-
tious. Carefully follow the antifreeze man-
ufacturer's instructions and never overfill 
the radiator. Clean up completely any 
spilled antifreeze, whether from the con-
tainer or a leaky radiator. Keep containers 
tightly capped. And never dump used an-
tifreeze down a storm drain, sink, or toilet 
(it's against the law in most places) but 
take it to a proper disposal site, such as a 
service station. 
If there's a chance that a pet has had ac-
cess to ethylene glycol- based antitreeze, 
contact a veterinarian at once. Quick ac-
tion may save a life. • 
Companion animals and traditional an-
ti}i-eeze formulations can be a lethal com-
bination any time of year. 
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Lata was photographed last year chained to a wall at the Hawthorn Corporation fa cili-
ty in Richmond, Illinois. Hawthorn has been training her to perform circus tricks and 
may have begun using her for elephant rides in Canada last summer. 
INVESTIGATIONS 
Lota: The Battle Goes On 
Successful appeal could protect circus animals 
The HSUS is in the midst of perhaps the most important litigation ever involving animals in circuses. The 
Humane Society of the United States v. 
Manuel Lujan, Secretary of the United 
States Department of Interior, and 
Hawthorn Corporation was heard this fall 
in the U.S. District Court for the District 
of Columbia, Judge Norma Holloway 
Johnson presiding. In late October Judge 
Johnson issued her shocking opinion: An-
imals in circuses are not protected by the 
Endangered Species Act (ESA) because 
circuses do not engage in commercial ac-
tivity. The decision, which has broad im-
plications for animals, is being appealed 
by The HSUS. 
The lawsuit arose from the story of 
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Lota, an endangered Asian elephant, and 
her move in 1990 from the Milwaukee 
County Zoo to the Hawthorn Corporation 
in Illinois (see the Spring 1992 HSUS 
News). Hawthorn has been training Lota 
to perform circus tricks and may have be-
gun using her in Canada for elephant rides. 
The ESA prohibits using members of 
endangered species in commercial activi-
ty. It would seem logical that circuses, 
which exist solely for entertainment and 
commercial purposes, would be prohibit-
ed from exploiting endangered species. 
The U.S. Department of the Interior 
(DOl), however, has taken a different 
view. The DOl, which does not enforce 
the ESA in the case of circuses, has made 
three distinct arguments in its defense. 
The DOl's first argument was that its 
agency, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
(FWS), may choose not to enforce a law. 
In a memorandum filed in coun, the DOl 
argued that government agencies have the 
absolute right not to enforce laws and that 
this right is not reviewable by couns. 
Some case law supports the proposition 
that an agency--on a case-specific ba-
sis- may choose not to instih1te enforce-
ment actions for certain violations of law. 
However, when an agency is ignoting or 
misinterpreting a congressional mandate, 
comt review is appropriate, as the recent 
case of Animal Legal D~fense Fund v. 
Madigan affinned. Tn that case animal-
protection advocates sued the U.S. De-
partment of AgricultuTe for excluding 
rats, birds, and mice from the definition of 
animal when interpreting the Animal 
Welfare Act (see the Spring 1992 HSUS 
News). The U.S. district comt ruled that 
an agency's "discretionary rights" do not 
allow it to blatantly misread its congres-
sional mandate. In the Lota lawsuit, we 
expected Judge Johnson to rule that the 
FWS is also severely misreading its man-
date to protect endangered species. 
Based on a strange twist of language, 
the DOl's second argwnent was that a cir-
cus's use of an endangered species for 
profit is not commercial activity. The DOl 
argued in the Lota lawsuit that any mone-
tary profit made by Hawthorn from its use 
of Lota is an incidental benefit. The DOl 
even stated in court that "the transfer of 
Lota from the zoo to Hawthorn was not 
made in the pursuit of profit." 
Judge Johnson apparently agreed with 
the DOT's argument, even though the 
DOl's defense of Hawthorn 's activities 
contradicted Hawthorn's own pronounce-
ments on the Lota situation. In court Haw-
thorn asserted its financial need to use 
Lota in performances. Tn a letter the circus 
sent to HSUS constituents, Hawthorn 
owner John Cuneo stated that Hawthorn 
provides "a good Jiving for t\venty-three 
people and their familie s. Commercial ac-
tivity has never been a crime in America. 
Our elephants provide enjoyment for 
thousands of children giving rides and 
shows." 
The DOl's third argument was based 
on another critical misinterpretation ofthe 
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At a circus in Ohio, one of a group of elephants chained in direct sunlight lies under an-
other. Such animals are unprotected by the ESA under present interpretation of the law. 
forming exotic animal acts, including 
those in circuses. Many other communi-
ties have begun their own efforts to deal 
with the problem legislatively. 
Local activists have forced the cancel-
LEGISLATION 
lations of performances by individual 
traveling circuses. Pennsylvania activists 
had great success last summer in having 
several performances of the Great Ameri-
can Circus canceled. Mississippi activists 
stopped a performance of the Great Amer-
ican Circus in one town and had elephants 
removed from a performance held in a 
second town. Such efforts were successful 
because they used education as a weapon: 
people were first told of an underlying 
abuse. Such awareness is critical in ensur-
ing legal protection for the animals who 
have, to date, been failed by federal law. 
When arguing locally against circuses, 
it is always helpful to propose an alterna-
tive. Ask your town or city to book one of 
the circuses that don't use animal acts. 
The Pickle Family Circus, based in San 
Francisco; Le Cirque du Solei!, in Mon-
treal, Canada; Nexus Circus, in Atlanta; 
Circus Smirkus, in Vermont; and Circus 
Oz, in New York City, are some such en-
terprises. 
The HSUS is eager to help local ef-
forts. Model legislation is available from 
the HSUS Wildlife and Habitat Protection 
section.-Michael Winikoff, HSUS legal 
investigator 
ESA, the "pre-act animal exemption." 
This argument holds that any animal in 
captivity before the ESA was passed in 
1973 is not protected by the ESA. But 
such an interpretation by the FWS is re-
viewable by the court because it clearly 
contradicts the language of the statute. 
While the ESA does stipulate that animals 
in captivity prior to 1973 in noncommer-
cial settings are not protected by certain of 
its provisions, it makes clear that if any 
such animal is placed in a commercial sit-
uation, the protection provided by the 
ESA will apply. (Only certain protections 
of the ESA do not apply to "pre-act" ani-
mals. The provisions that The HSUS is 
seeking to enforce in the Lota lawsuit ap-
ply even to "pre-act" animals.) 
Action Alert Team Gets Results 
HSUS network links activists helping animals 
Though the appeals process is slow, 
The HSUS is confident that we will win 
our case. We are grateful to the hundreds 
of HSUS constituents who have written 
asking how they can help Lota. Although 
our constituents cannot help with the law-
suit, they can take up the fight in their own 
communities. 
Hollywood and Lauderdale Lakes, 
Florida, have passed legislation designed 
to prohibit exploitative animal shows in 
their jurisdictions. Toronto became the 
sixth Canadian municipality to ban per-
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I want to help animals, but I just don't know what I can do." "Lobbying is too difficult for me." "I want to write 
my legislators, but I don't know what to 
say." "I don't have time to do much, but I 
want to help." 
HSUS staff members frequently hear 
such laments from people who love ani-
mals and want to help them. It can be dif-
ficult to know how to have a direct impact 
on animals' welfare (beyond becoming a 
member of The HSUS!). 
That's where the HSUS Action Alert 
Team comes in. A network of HSUS 
members willing to write a letter or make 
a phone call when critical issues affecting 
animals hang in the balance, the Action 
Alert Team has made a crucial differ-
ence- a real difference- for animals. 
Thousands of HSUS members across 
the country have joined the Action Alert 
Team and helped influence the public offi-
cials who pass laws. In New Jersey use of 
the steel-jaw leghold trap is illegal, as is 
the importation of wild birds for the pet 
trade. Both Kansas and Missouri, where 
many of the nation's most horrendous 
puppy mills are located, have enacted laws 
to protect dogs in commercial breeding fa-
cilities. Since 1975, forty-two states have 
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enacted laws making dogfighting a felony. 
West Virginia no longer allows shelter an-
imals to be sent to medical facilities to be 
used in research. In South Carolina 
whales and dolphins cannot be taken from 
the wild and displayed in aquaria or water 
parks. In Louisiana bear wrestling is no 
longer a legal sport. 
Being a member of the Action Alert 
Team has been rewarding for Ritchie Lay-
mon of Columbus, Ohio. "I felt out of the 
mainstream. I wanted to help, but I didn't 
have accurate, up-to-the-minute informa-
tion. It was hard to find out what was hap-
pening legislatively, especially on federal 
issues. 
"Then one day 1 called my HSUS re-
gional office for information on an issue. 
When the person I was talking to men-
tioned that the topic had been covered in a 
recent Action Alert, I immediately asked 
how I could receive such alerts. I signed 
up on the spot." 
Action Alert Team members automati-
cally receive Action Alerts, notices mailed 
to team members when quick action is 
needed on the legislative front. (Occasion-
ally The HSUS sends Action Alerts to all 
HSUS members, when an issue is particu-
larly urgent.) They don't arrive at sched-
uled intervals, only when something criti-
cal is happening. The alerts, now usually 
in postcard form, contain all the informa-
tion team members need to get those all-
important letters written or phone calls 
made in a hurry. 
"When I receive an alert," says Ms. 
Laymon, "I just sit down at the computer 
and zip off a letter. The alerts are very 
concise. They summarize the major points 
and give guidance on the message letters 
need to convey. They also include the ad-
dress for letters, so the entire process is 
quick and easy." 
In California, State As-
semblyman Jack O'Con-
nell admits, "Letters from 
Action Alert Team mem-
bers have helped me pass 
important animal-welfare 
measures, such as banning 
the use of the cruel and ar-
chaic nitrogen chamber to 
euthanatize animals, pro-
hibiting dogs from riding 
in the back of pickup 
trucks unless they are 
properly secured, and the 
Equine Protection Act of 
1991." 
His words are echoed 
on the other side of the 
United States by Nina 
Austenberg, HSUS Mid-
Atlantic regional director. 
"I don't know what we 
would do without our Ac-
tion Alert system," says 
Ms. Austenberg. "While 
5our lobbying efforts are 
§important to educate legis-
~ lators on a particular issue, 
~without the massive out-
§pouring of support to back 
Action Alert Team member Ritchie Laymon pounds out a us up with elected officials, 
letter to a legislator on her compute1~ Thousands of team those efforts would be use-
members help to influence public officials nationwide. less." 
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Action Alert Team 
Members Get Results! 
All HSUS members are eligible to 
join the Action Alert Team-just return 
this coupon to The HSUS to sign up. 
(Not yet an HSUS member? Contact 
The HSUS for information on how to 
join.) The animals need your voice! 
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
C i~ ----------------
State _ _ _ _ __ Zip _ _ _ _ _ 
L-------------.J 
·-rm glad to know I'm helping ani-
mals. and I also like being current on bills 
before the legislature," says team member 
John Stewart of Arlington, Virginia. 
'Alerts tell me what can-and should- hap-
pen for animals, not just what the legisla-
tors ''ant you to know. 
··r was a little reluctant at first to join 
the team. because I thought writing letters 
would be a hassle. But now I really enjoy 
feeling ·in· on ,,·hat" going on and know-
ing I can ha,·e a direct impact on animal 
welfare in m stare.·· 
All HS S members in good standing 
are eljgible to be part of the Action Alert 
Team; we ask. hm,·ever. that team mem-
bers pledge to make every effort to take 
the action described in the alerts they re-
ceive. That \Yay. ,,.e make the most effi-
cient use of HS S resources, by sending 
alerts only to those people who we know 
will respond. In return, members are kept 
up-to-date on late-breaking issues. Team 
members also receive a quarterly newslet-
ter, the Animal Activist Alert, full of inside 
information. 
Says Mr. Stewart, "I've really done 
such little things since I've joined the 
team: written a couple of letters, made a 
few phone calls. But it's those little things 
that can make such a big difference for the 




fields, dogs and cats fled their homes in 
terror. Thousands of exotic animals were 
released from zoos, import stations, and 
private collections. For days there was no 
news of the extent of the damage, especial-
ly concerning animals, and chaos reigned. 
When information did start to flow out 
of the disaster area, it was stunning. Miami 
Metrozoo had almost been demolished, 
more than 2,000 primates were running 
loose from various facilities, and thou-
sands oflost, injured, and hungry dogs and 
cats roamed neighborhoods. In rural areas 
hundreds of dead and injured horses lay in 
the fields. 
I heard my first eyewitness account of 
the devastation from Joe Terragrosa, of the 
South Florida SPCA. He focused his res-
cue efforts on injured horses and other ani-
mals. He drove his truck or flew in heli-
copters over fields to find horses up to 
their necks in mud or in agony from the 
broken bones and deep gouges caused by 
storm-thrown, airborne objects. Some ani-
mals could be saved, but those beyond 
hope were humanely destroyed. It was gru-
eling, heart-wrenching work. 
Quickly, the networking among animal-
protection and animal-control groups went 
into high gear. 1 spoke with representatives 
of the American Humane Association and 
the Florida Animal Control Association. A 
team of Hurricane Hugo veterans from 
South Carolina prepared to bring in animal 
crates, pet food and supplies, and water. 
Our phone rang constantly with offers of· 
help from around the country. The lams 
Company donated 44,000 pounds of pet 
food through The HSUS, and other large 
A wandering primate tries to make sense 
out of the world left by the hurricane's de-
struction. Panicl..-y residents shot some pri-
mates after hearing rumors that they were 
research animals carrying the AIDS virus. 
14 
pet-food manufacturers responded to re-
quests from other groups. 
We then had to determine where the do-
nations would be stored and how they 
would be distributed to those in the disaster 
area in need. Some pet food was put into 
the Red Cross food-distribution system. 
Other food was driven into the damaged 
areas by volunteers who gave it away from 
the backs of personal vehicles. 
Portable generators were desperately 
needed to provide basic electricity. Joe Ter-
ragrosa carried a generator with him on his 
daily journeys into the disaster area to 
pump water for animals and humans alike. 
He was the first person some rural resi-
dents saw after the storm. 
By the weekend two distribution sites 
had been set up for horse feed, and Tropi-
cal Park, a former racetrack, had become 
both haven and veterinary clinic for severe-
ly injured horses. The South Florida SPCA 
and the Horse Protection Association set 
up a compound for lost horses five miles 
north of Homestead, ground zero for the 
hurricane's worst damage. The number of 
horses at both sites soon grew to almost 
200. 
Each day was fraught with unexpected 
problems. Some of the loose primates had 
escaped from the University of Miami re-
search centers; panicky residents, terrified 
by rumors that the monkeys had AIDS, 
shot the animals on sight. Dade County 
Animal Services, although not in the disas-
ter area, padlocked its gate for almost a 
week. Horses were being taken from the 
area, reportedly by "killer buyers" intend-
ing to sell them for slaughter. Each prob-
lem had to be resolved 
quickly at a time when 
state authorities were 
struggling with their 
own relief efforts. 
Soon dead animals 
were being burned 
where they lay. With no 
fences to stop them, 
dog packs roamed des-
olate neighborhoods 
looking for food. 
A week after An-
drew struck, it became 
apparent that little more 
could be accomplished 
cr OVer the phone from 
~ our office in Tallahas-
~ see. Information came 
~ haphazardly and incom-
pletely. Valuable time was being wasted as 
agencies and individuals jockeyed for posi-
tions of leadership. It was clear that HSUS 
strategy could be determined only by first-
hand observations. With enough clothes 
for one week, Southeast Regional Investi-
gator Ken Johnson and I headed south. 
A command center had been set up first 
at the local humane society and then, when 
it reopened, at the local animal-control fa-
cility. The disaster area boasted two veteri-
nary MASH units (mobile hospitals) pro-
viding emergency pet care. I first toured 
the devastated areas, command center, vet-
erinary MASH units, and horse com-
pounds. Sally Matluk of Citizens Against 
Pet Overpopulation of Fort Lauderdale was 
my guide. In one of the biggest trucks I 
ever saw, we traveled through the destruc-
tion, passing out pet food, water, and other 
supplies Sally had stocked in the back. 
If I had a preconceived notion of what I 
would see, I don't remember it. I know on-
ly that the reality was worse than anything I 
could have imagined. Newspaper pho-
tographs and a television screen did not do 
it justice: the images were too small and 
unrelated- the devastation stopped at their 
edges. In the real world, the destruction 
covered an area about twenty miles by fifty 
miles. The world soon was filled with de-
stroyed buildings, downed power poles and 
lines, and uprooted or broken trees. Traffic 
was bumper to bumper as victims, sight-
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seers, and rescue workers fra ntically nied 
to get somewhere all at the same time. 
Ken assisted Joe Terragrosa with his 
rescue eff011s and rode \\·ith ,,·ildl ife offi-
cers as tbey attempted to caprure the large 
number of escaped exotic animals. I coor-
dinated my efforts from the Emergency 
Command Center in Homestead ,, ·ith Sue 
McLeod of the South Carolina team. ,,·ith 
whom I had worked on disaster relief after 
Hurricane Hugo. She summed up the t\\0 
· experiences by simply stating that com-
pared to Andrew, "Hugo " ·as a piece of 
cake." 
On my first visit with Sally :.1atluk to 
the lost-horse compound on Krome .As-
enue, we looked at the horses grazing con-
tentedly in the fi eld and quesrioned 
whether something similar should or ould 
be done for lost dogs and cats .. -\.s days 
passed the idea took hold. The closest ani -
mal-control facility and shelter ,,·ere hour 
north. Most people in the disaster area had 
neither car nor money to make that driw to 
locate a lost pet or tum in one they had 
found. 
Sally and her husband, John Boisseau. 
took action. In the late hours of September 
4, the Western Small Animal MASH nit 
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was created. John raided his movie-pro-
duction company, and suddenly a recre-
ational vehicle, tents, generators, and other 
equipment appeared in the front pasture of 
the Krome Avenue horse compound. The 
MASH unit grew rapidly: we added crates 
from South Carolina to house lost dogs and 
cats, a Coachman travel trail er, and a forty-
four-foot tractor-trailer for food storage 
(courtesy of the Orlando Humane Society). 
The U.S. Army's 478th Civil Affairs 
Battalion lent us three massive army tents 
to protect the animals and our veterinary 
clinic from direct sunlight. Soldiers 
brought food, drinks, and other supplies 
daily. They watched over all the MASH 
veterinary clinics at night as volunteers 
slept in their cars. Many lost and injured 
animals found their way to our compound 
in army , ·ehicles. One soldier. M-16 title 
thrown owr his shoulder. regularly bottle-
fed tiny kjnen in his off-duty hours. 
\\.ithin days 1\ick Gilman of The 
HSLSs Companion Animals section ar-
ri,·ed to direct the care and housing of the 
compound 's animal . As ,,·ord of our ef-
forts spread ,·olunteers from around the 
country joined us. 
Our best fi nd was Col. The! ton ("Mac") 
HSUS Staff Veterinarian Stephen M. Krit-
sicl•, sent to provide needed medical assis-
tance to the animal victims of Andrew, min-
isters to a young patient. Actress Bo Derek 
(right), touring the devastated area in an 
HSUS T-shirt, watches intently. 
McCorkle, D.V.M., of the 4 78th Battalion. 
A reservist from Alabama, he lived on-site, 
providing around-the-clock emergency 
veterinary care and general good cheer. 
HSUS StaffYeterinarian Steve Ktitsick, 
D.VM., joined Mac as the compound 's pri-
mary veterinarians. They toiled in the heat 
and humidity to provide whatever care they 
could in less-than-sterile conditions with 
limited medical supplies. Some days the 
line of patients snaked through the com-
pound. At night, almost like clockwork, 
soldiers and pet owners rushed to the com-
pound with dogs injured by cars. In the 
pitch blackness of the di saster area, the 
dogs ' treatment became part of the evening 
routine. Partially because aggressive dogs 
roamed the streets freely and other animals 
no longer had the protection that fencing 
had once provided, a large number of ani-
mals suffered from dog bites requiring vet-
erinary care. 
Our free emergency veterinary service 
caused the greatest controversy. While 
many veterinarians offered us their sup-
port and services, others fought us at every 
turn. They saw every injured or sick ani-
mal we treated as money out of their own 
pockets. 
We stood firm in our belief that free 
veterinary care was an absolute necessity. 
The people who sought our services often 
had little left but their pets. Our veterinari-
ans did everything within their power to 
help, but serious injuries were always re-
ferred to local practitioners with X-ray ma-
chines and better operating conditions. 
After three weeks of fifteen- to eigh-
teen-hour workdays, I headed back to Tal-
lahassee, exhausted and a little guilt-ridden 
over abandoning my compatriots. As the 
miles rolled away, the trees along the inter-
state appeared massive and somewhat sur-
real. It was strange not to have army heli-
copters constantly overhead, soldiers sta-
tioned on street corners, and army vehicles 
zipping along everywhere. My mind eerily 
supe1imposed images of destruction on the 
peaceful landscapes I traveled through. It 
was a strange joumey home. 
My return to the office the next day was 
shocbng. Somehow I had forgotten that all 
the other animal problems of the world did 
not go away in my absence! 
After a week in Tallahassee, I headed 
back to Homestead. The situation was 
vastly improved. The compound had begun 
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A dog waiting next to a destroyed house in Louisiana was fed by animal-
rescue staff every day for a week until the owners returned. 
DEALING WITH DISASTERS NATIONWIDE 
A lthough Hurricane Andrew caused the greatest damage in Florida, its 
effects were felt as far west as Louisiana. 
Two other devastating storms struck parts 
of the United States within weeks of An-
drew's landfall. The HSUS responded 
within hours to all three emergencies. 
As Andrew headed toward the Gulf of 
Mexico coast, Gulf States Regional Di-
rector James Noe began calling animal 
shelters throughout the region to suggest 
emergency prepar ations and offer The 
HSUS's assistance if it was needed. Later 
The HSUS helped coordinate shipment 
of pet food donated by The lams Compa-
ny and Nature's Choice. 
In Andrew's wake Mr. Noe and Guy 
Hodge, HSUS director of data and infor-
mation services, traveled to the hardest-
hit areas of Louisiana and helped the 
Louisiana SPCA deliver pet food to ani-
mal shelters and pet owners. Fortw1ately, 
area shelters reported that they had suf-
fered little damage. 
Outside the disaster area, HSUS re-
gional offices worked closely with local 
humane societies to collect and channel 
emergency supplies to devastated areas of 
Florida. The Great Lakes office worked 
\\i th the Kent County Humane Society of 
Grand Rapids. Michigan, to truck donat-
- ~ ;ood and supplies into Florida. The 
~ :=: gland office arranged for a group 
-~~eer aninlal-control officers to 
_ '=" -, =~ ·- ster scene to help provide 
· !-care services. 
approaching the islands. West Coast Re-
gional Office staff immediately called the 
Hawaii Humane Society, letting that staff 
know we were standing by to assist in any 
way possible. We also contacted emer-
gency relief organizations in the area, of-
fering our help. We identified and publi-
cized evacuation shelters willing to take 
in people with their pets. 
When Iniki hit the island of Kauai, 
communications there were completely 
cut off. Working with the Hawaii Hu-
mane Society, Charlene Drennon, West 
Coast regional director, purchased 
portable cages and shipped them to the 
Kauai Humane Society. The cages are 
still being used by the humane society 
and pet owners who cannot confine their 
animals due to hurricane damage. 
The destructiveness of Hurricanes An-
drew and Iniki overshadowed stories of 
yet another severe storm that struck the 
U.S. territory of Guam. An urgent call 
from Guam Animals in Need reported 
that its animal shelter, the only one on the 
island, had lost its dog and cat runs dur-
ing Typhoon Omar, which had struck a 
week before Iniki hit Kauai. The HSUS 
donated funds to the Guam shelter to as-
sist it in rebuilding the dog kennels and 
building a typhoon-proof cat room. 
The HSUS will continue to collabo-
rate with other organizations and agen-
cies to ensure that communities are better 
prepared to meet the needs of animals 
and their owners in future disasters. We 
have scheduled a special session on dis-
aster preparedness for Animal Care Expo 
'93 and will be providing additional re-
sources in the months ahead. • 
to operate smoothly, considerably easing 
tensions among volunteers. Through sp -
cia! fares on USAir, The HSUS brought in 
additional experienced shelter workers 
from Massachusetts. Good Samaritans 
brought dinner to us each night (good-by 
and good riddance to army chow). We ate 
under the stars by candlelight and di s-
cussed preparations for future disasters. 
As my last week progressed, the number 
of workers slowly diminished. Some, li ke 
Shirley Minschew of Georgia, had gone 
without pay for more than a month and 
needed to get back to family and job. We 
were all exhausted, and it appeared the life 
of the compound was nearing its natural 
end. On my last night, the giant generator 
powering the horse and small-animal com-
pounds imploded. We took it as the final 
sign to go. 
On October 7 the last dogs left the com-
pound, followed by every trace of its exis-
tence. The Krome Avenue compound had 
housed more than 600 dogs and cats at dif-
ferent times and provided veterinary care 
to an estimated 1,000 more. Our sister 
compound for large animals took care of 
110 horses, several cows, and a llama. 
The stmies of Andrew could fill a book. 
There were the tears of joy as a pet thought 
lost forever was found by a grateful owner, 
and the tears of those who had to ask us to 
take care of their pets. Some of those ani-
mals entered temporary foster homes, oth-
ers found new homes. 
One hurricane victim, an eighteen-
pound beagle-terrier mix, wangled herself 
a new home with me. Two months after 
Andrew, she is still frightened of being 
locked in the house alone. When I returned 
home after leaving her alone for the first 
time, the terror in her eyes sent chills 
through me. I will never know what she 
went through during the hurricane, but 
maybe time will heal those mental wounds. 
I would be greatly remiss if I did not ac-
knowledge those individuals and organiza-
tions who assisted our efforts on behalf of 
animals; I have mentioned only a few. 
Theirs was truly a labor of love under the 
most difficult conditions. There is a special 
spot in heaven for them all. 
Hurricane Andrew taught us many 
lessons. I learned more than I ever wanted 
to know about nature's destructive forces 
and how to assist its victims. Before the 
next disaster strikes, we must be better 
prepared on local, state, and national lev-
els. I pray it will be a long time, though, 
before that knowledge and preparation are 
needed. • 
Laura Bevan is the HSUS Southeast re-
gional director. 
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. . . he HSUS/HSI has long played 
. 
a role in t.he biennial meetings 
of the Convention on Interna-
tional Tr.ade in Endangered 
Species of Wild Fauna arid 
' Ffora (CITES). The 115 signatory n'ations 
to the CITES treaty agree (l) not to all,ow 
the commercial trade in species, such as 
the African elephant, the chimpanzee, 
and the gray whale, listed on CITES Ap-
·pendix I (endangered) and (2) to trade in 
species on CITES Appendix II (threat:. 
ened ornearly so) only under highly reg-
ulated conditions. Althm~h there are 
many problems with its implementation 
(exporting nations do not always meet the-
protective requirements for trade in Ap-
' p~ndix II species; for example), the treaty . 
provides a unique.opportunity to improve 
protection for endangered and threatened 
animal arid plant species traded interna-
tionally. ' 
With the 1992 
CITES meeting} in 
March, behind us 
(see -the Summer 
1992 HSUS Jjews), 
we are now looking 
to influence .the out-
\ 
treaty as it applies_ to animal species (a 
separate grQup . meets to discuss plants}. 
The committee consists of representa~iyes 
from one country in each region of th;e 
world: Japan represents Asia; ' Germany, 
Europe; the United States, North Ameri-
ca; Zimbabwe, Africa; the Dominican 
Republic) Central and South America and 
the Caribbean; and Australia, Oceqrua. \ 
Representatives of otl!er nations and or~ · 
ganizations, such !is The H;SUS/HSI, may 
participate as welL The role of The 
HSU~/HSI 'is limited to that of convinc-
ing government representatives (in this 
case, members of the Animafs Commit-
tee) to support measures that increase 
protection for animals.· 
Proposals discussed in the committee 
undergo a form of political incubation be-
fore they are prepared for a vote by all the 
CITES parties at the biennial meetings. 
The committee meeting . in July focused 
on . several -issues 
likely to dominate 
the 1994 meeting, in-
cluding a move to •le-
galize the trade in 
rhinoceros hom (in 
spite of dwindljng 
rhinoceros popula-
tions due to rampant 
poaching) a:nd a pro-
posal to reinterpret 
the CITES treaty in a 
way that ~ill ·make it 
easier to remove or 
withhold protection 
froQl certain ofthose 
<,tnimal species . m 
need of help. 
, come . of the next 
meeting, to be held · 
in the United States 
in the fall of .1994. { 
The HSUS/HSI was 
the only North Amer-
ican animal-protec-
tion organization to ' 
attend a meeting of 
the CITES Animals 
Committee, in Hara-
re, Zimbabwe,' in Ju-
ly. The committee 
meets several times 
in the two years be-
tween CITES meet-
It became appar-
ent at the March 
~ meeting that the 
~CITES treaty, found-
Zimbabwe asserts that wildlife must ed on the need to 
ings , to discuss im: pay its way to survive. How is this protect endangered 
plementation of the young chimpanzee to pay his bill? · and· threatened am-
mals Committee in-
cluded a move to 
legalize the trade 
in rhinoceros horn, 
de~pite dwindling 
rhino populations. 
It is one of several 
issues likely to dom-
inate the CITES meet-
mats from the ·perils of international 
trade, increasingly is being influenc~d by 
those who wish to promote the interna-
tional trade in endangered species. This 
effort is being led by Zimbabwe, with 
help from the sam~ southern Afrlcan na-
tions that proposyd to remove Appendix I 
protection from the endangered African 
elephant at the .March CITES meeting. 
Zimbabwe asserts that wildlife must ·"pay 
its way" to survive: if money cannot be 
made from the sale of such .wildlife prod-~ 
ucts as elephant ivory and rhino hom, 
then wildlife will-have no value and-will· 
become a ~ 'relic of the past." This absurd 
notion, contrary to the rationale for the 
treaty, would be easily dismissed were it 
not for the support Zimbabwe has gar-
nered from a few large,.well-known, and· 
highly influential conservation organiza" 
tions that support the c"onsumptive use of 
wildlife. The organizations lend authority 
to Zimbabwe's · twisted interpretation of 
the CIT~S mandate. It has become more . 
important than ever for The HSUS/HSI to 
counter arguments of influential conser-
\·ation organizations and defend the in-
iegrity of the treaty.- Teresa M Telecky, 
Pb. D., associate director, Wildlifo and 
Habiwt Protection, HSUS(HSJ 
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0 HSICOLOMBIA 
ON BEHALF OF HSI, Alvaro Posada-Salazar of the World Society for the 
Protection of Animals (WSPA) delivers an X-ray machine to Cecilia Delgado, pres-
ident of the Asociaci6n Defensora de Ani males y del Ambien'te (ADA). ADA is a 
WSPA member society and the primary organization serving animals in Bogota, 
Colombia. HSI donated the funds to purchase the urgently needed equipment. • 




0 n October 19, after more than two years of intense lobbying by The HSUS/HSI, the European 
Counci l of Ministers approved landmark 
marine-mammal-protective legislation. 
Tn effect almost immediately, the new 
regulation protects dolphins and other 
marine mammals, such as whales and 
seals, by prohibiting European vessels 
from purse-seining on them. 
When The HSUS/HSI took up this is-
sue in Europe in 1990, a proposal to 
help save dolphins was collecting dust in 
· the European Parliament and the Euro-
pean Commission had resisted all pres-
sure to help save dolphins. 
But after reviewing the purse-seine 
problem, receiving thousands of letters 
from concerned Europeans, and consid-
ering the direct requests of French and 
Spanish fi shermen, Fisheries Commis-
sioner Manuel Marin took a courageous 
step (see the Fall 1992 HSUS Ne1-vs ). He 
announced to the European Commission 
that Europe should assume a leadership 
role in saving marine mammals. Mr. 
Marin endorsed the orris report, urg-
ing that European vessels be prohibited 
from purse-seining on marine mammals 
and that an embargo be placed on the 
importation into Europe of dolphin-
deadly tuna. He argued that such provi-
sions would protect marine mammals 
and save the li elihoods of European 
Community fishermen who do not hunt 
down dolphins. 
Mr. Marin 's determination was not 
enough to gain full commission support 
for an embargo. 1eYertheless. the Coun-
cil of Ministers promptly re ponded to 
Mr. Marin's request that European \·es-
sels be prohibited from purse-seining on 
marine mammals. 
Unfortunately, since dolphin-deadly 
tuna can still be sold in Europe. the Eu-
ropean Community has not yet ensured 
fu ll protection for marine mammals. 
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Nevertheless, it has taken a laudatory -
step forward in fulfilling the pledge it 
made nearly four years ago to help save 
dolphins. David Morris, member of the 
European Parliament (MEP) and author 
of the Morris report, and Mr. Marin de-
serve praise for this strong law. 
Concern has been growing in western 
Europe over the quality and safety of 
European zoos. Zoo defenders argue that 
minimum standards for animals ' living 
conditions and public safety in zoos. 
MEP Sir James Scott-Hopkins, of Great 
Britain, was asked to assess the commis-
sion's proposal and submit a report. In 
his report MEP Scott-Hopkins said: "It 
has .. . become clear that the keeping of 
wild animals in close, captivity is no 
longer justified on exhibition grounds 
alone. Providing proper standards of 
care. for animals and educating the pub-
Dolphins and other marine mammals will be protected by landmark legis-
lation passed in October by the European Council of Ministers. 
zoo conditions should be considered by 
each country 's government, not by the 
European Community. But the Inter-
group on Animal Welfare, a highly ef-
fective political caucus in the European 
Parliament, belieYes othef\vise. Citing 
the international trade in zoo animals, 
panicularly in endangered species. as 
one of ewral justifi ations for ommu-
nit:-,,-ide a tion. the Intergroup has con-
si mly alled for European Commis-
sion legislation. 
In the fall Intergroup pressure 
prompted the European Commission to 
propose legislation that \\·ould create 
lie are both closely linked with success-
ful conservation and breeding pro-
grams." 
The Scott-Hopkins report has been 
approved with amendments by the Euro-
pean Parliament's em·ironment commit-
tee and is expected to move quickly to 
the full parliament for consideration. 
H I has submitted our views on the pro-
posal to the Intergroup and will assist in 
lobbying to gain passage of a zoo direc-
tiYe, which would provide guidelines to 
each member country for improving 
conditions for animals in its zoos.-Bet-
sy Dribben, European director, HSI 
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From October 29 to 31, four pennants 
flanked the large blue HSUS banner behind tqe sp{<a~Qr:s pp9ju 
the. Clarion Harvest House hotel in Boulder, Colorado. ,,.,. .:.. . . . . .. <:<··· .. ·-·. <'>••''' .. c .. ;/ ·<c;i::C' 
I11J-prin~d on eacQ banner was a.differentJQgo~n@;fro,m, , ,Qa 
affiliated organj~ation ang division of the.HSUS global 
. Those whp gathered for the HSUS' conferem:l~. 
"Protecting Animals and the Earth," learned ofthe mission 
Humane Society International, the National f\ss~:iatiOn 
for Humane and Environmental Education: Eartl1Kintl, ancl 
Center for Respect ofLife and Environment frOm g,~est. speak~ 
''·' ·. ..•·::·::" ····>";; · 
and members of the boards of these diverse Qrga~za 
All four are intensively involved in extending the progrfuns ~nd obj 
environmentalist, presented the nimf'ovon,no'c> 
stirring keynote address. Fifteen wqrkshops focus@d onour 
wide-ranging programs affecting animals. Panel discussions 
on takipg action worldwide, working within the system, and EarthKind's 
global mission attracted a distinguished+· 
roster of international figures in animal protectiOn. One 
program focused exclusively on humane education's 
special challenges. 
Two moving presentations complem{mtedthe aa1ly'sessions: ' 
actress Kaiulani Lee's interpretation of the life ofRach~J Carsonhlld 
1992 Joseph WoodKrutch medalist John C. Walsh's slide 
show on animal victims of the Gulf War. Father Thomas Berry, CP, Ph.D., recipient of the 
James Herriot Award,joined Mr. Walsh as 
our. honored guests at Saturday's banquet. Dr. AIDY Freeman L~e, 
our able guide through previous conferences, moderated the general sessjons with her 
incomparable. wit and verve.)\nd for those. who needed 
additional inspiration for their efforts to.help animals and nature, tlleRocl<Y Mountains 
were only footsteps away. 
HSUS Chief Executive John 
A. Hoyt (left) and Chairman The Hon. Bruce Babbitt, of 
of the Board K. William the League of ConservaUon 
Wiseman present the James Voters, presented the con-
Herriot Award, creat.ed by 
the Boehm Porcelain Studio, 
to father Thomas Berry. 
HSUS Executive Vice Presi-
dent Plitl'icia F'orkan served 
as moderator of the panel 
discussion ~Humane Society 
Jnternational: Taking Action 
Wol'ldwide." 
(right) eongratulate John C. Walsh. assistant director 
general of the World Society for tbe ProtecUon of 
Animals and recipient of the Joseph Wood Krutch medal. 
at Saturday's banquet. 
Margaret Cooper, chair-
woman of EarthKlnd (UK), 
unfuds tbe EartbKind ban-
Pli.D. (rigbt);and Stepllim M. Kritsick, D.\!M., HSUS staff 
veterinarian, join SuzamJe Betts, Ph.D., of the Denver 
Dtmlb Friends League in a workshop on animal behavior. 
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IISUS conferees check out Susan Hagood, HSUS \\1ldlife 
the merchandise during issues spe.ciali.st, finds some-
'fhm·sday's sale of books thing to smile about with 
and hlliilane-education HSUS consultant Dick Ran· 
.mat(lrials. ·Dozens of items dall during their workshop. 
were offered. 
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(From left to right) Earth· 
Kind (USA) President Jan A. 
Hartke, K~q. , Mr. Hoyt, 
Govcmor Babbitt, confct'-
ence program mode.rator Dr. 
t\Jny Freeman Lee, and Mr. 
Irwin gather after Tllm'S: 
Tbls year The HSUS will present a 
symposium on national and intemation-
al wildlife issues and hold its annual 
meeting in Washington, D.C. Join other. 
"movers and shakers" in animal protec-
tion on October 8 an~ 9;. Look for 
details in the next HSUS NeM. 
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BY DAVID K. WILLS 
THIS IS A STORY ~~0::ot~~::~~~ 
grizzly cubs from Alaska's Kenai Peninsula and an HSUS project to return the 
cubs to the wild two years hence. If the project is successful, it may dramatically 
alter the way orphaned cubs and so-called problem bears are currently treated un-
der U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) policy. 
Bears are the world's largest carnivores, yet their diet is primarily vegetarian. 
They are incredibly strong and have an intellect to match. Bears play a huge role in 
the myths and drama of humankind's relationship with our world. From Smokey 
the Bear to Winnie-the-Pooh, bears have been and remain an icon of our fascina-
tion with and love for nature. 
North America has three closely related species of bear, the American black 
bear, the brown bear (also known as the grizzly), and the polar bear. All have been 
victims of humans ' ruthless attempts to exterminate them. Bears have been poi-
soned, trapped, confined, exhibited, baited, hounded, and hunted throughout time 
and in all parts of the world. 
In the United States, black bears are managed Bear cubs (opposite) 
and hunted as a "game" species. Hounders, the flourish at the Wildlife 
modem-day equivalent of bear baiters, electronically 
track bears, tree them, and turn their dogs loose to Images center. Top to 
tear them apart. 
In Alaska, grizzlies and polar bears are regarded bottom: David K. \Vilis 
as trophies; their heads and skins are prized public cleans a cub prior to 
displays of a hunter's prowess over "dangerous 
game." In Montana, where about 650 grizzlies make leaving Alaska; Mr. Wills 
up the only significant population of this threatened and Dave Siddon unload 
species south of the Canadian border, there are 
strong and recurrent efforts to remove protection af- the cubs in Oregon; the 
forded by the Endangered Species Act (ESA) so 
men observe the cubs in that bears can be trapped, hounded, and killed once 
more. 
In many Eastern cultures, bear gallbladders are 
highly valued for their supposed medicinal and 
aphrodisiacal properties. As a result bear poaching 
is epidemic in the United States and Canada. 
Perhaps most disheartening has been the FWS 's 
attitude toward so-called problem grizzlies and or· 
phaned grizzly cubs. Until recently a problem griz· 
zly (a bear who becomes acclimated to humans) has 
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the center's holding 
area : and an F\\'S offi · 
cia!. assisted by ~lr. 
\\'ills . drm,·s blood from 
a cub as ~Jr. Siddon 
looks on. 
I 
been sent either to a research facility or 
zoo or has been killed. Orphaned grizzly 
cubs, considered poor candidates for reha-
bilitation and release, have been dealt with 
in the same manner. 
In September The HSUS received a call 
from Dave Siddon of Wildlife Images Re-
habilitation Center in Grants Pass, Oregon. 
He had been contacted by the Alaska fish 
and game department, which had two or-
phaned grizzly cubs and was interested in 
a rehabilitation effort. 
A former wildlife cinematographer, 
Dave Siddon has a world-class reputation 
as a wildlife rehabilitator and in the past 
decade has successfully released to the 
wild more than fifty black bears. (We hope 
to move Bear # 134 to his facili ty upon her 
release from a laboratory at Washington 
State University [see the Fall 1992 HSUS 
News].) 
Dave told us that an Alaskan bush pilot 
had spotted two grizzly cubs alone on a 
sandy split near Soldotna, Alaska. It was 
obvious their mother was dead. Rangers 
from Alaska's fish and game department 
speculated that a male grizzly killed the 
mother bear as she attempted to defend her 
cubs, since males often prey on grizzly 
cubs, perhaps perceiving them as future ri-
vals. Two orphaned cubs didn 't have a 
A BIG BEAR TRIUMPH 
IN A REMARKABLE SHOW OF UNITY AMONG 
a variety of animal-protection groups and 
individual activists, Coloradans United 
For Bears (or CUB) succeeded in No-
vember in banning completely spring 
bear hunts and banning the use of bait or 
dogs in the small percentage of hunts that 
remain legal. Passage of Amendment Ten 
represents a stunning electoral victory in 
a fiercely pro-hunting and pro-gun state. 
Amendment Ten was approved by 70 
percent of the almost 1.5 million Col-
orado voters. Its passage validated the 
strategy of targeting the most revolting 
and prevalent forms of bear hunting for 
elimination rather than attempting to ban 
all bear hunting. To ensure victory it was 
essential to get the votes of those Col-
oradans who favored keeping some bear 
hunting while eliminating the most offen-
sive kinds. They represented the majority 
of Coloradans, and without their support 
the amendment would have surely gone 
down to a huge defeat. 
ring bear hunts were addressed 
"· -· - ally ause of their to ll on cubs 
:= _._, _ ::: ~ = 199_ HSCS Se1n). In the 
·h yo g o nng 
Alarmed bear cubs seek refuge in the 
water dish in their holding pen. The 
cubs will be kept safely at Wildlife 
Images until their precedent-setting 
return to the wild-two years from 
now, if all goes well. 
chance on their own: Would The HSUS 
help coordinate and facilitate their rescue/ 
rehabilitation? 
Proving that orphaned cubs could be 
raised and successfully reintroduced to the 
wild would establish a precedent that 
could save countless cubs in the future and 
perhaps open the door for rehabilitation of 
problem bears such as Bear # 134. 
I called Dave and said we had gotten 
fast approval of the project in light of 
HSUS President Paul G. Irwin's pressing 
of an HSUS emphasis on enabling 
wildlife-rehabilitation-and-release efforts. 
Over the next few days, we arranged travel 
itineraries for us and the bears and ob-
tained a permit from the FWS authorizing 
The HSUS to receive and transport the 
cubs to Wildlife Images. 
On September 14, just five days after 
hearing of the cubs' plight, Dave Siddon 
and I joined Ted Spraker, biologist for the 
Alaska fish and game department, in his 
truck, heading to the cubs' holding site. 
emerge from hibernation, often alone, 
and search for food for the cubs. A num-
ber are killed, since even the most experi-
enced hunters have difficulty distinguish-
ing a lactating female . Motherless cubs 
are almost certain to die, as they normally 
need two years of maternal education to 
learn to survive on their own. 
Baiting- habituating animals to the 
use of a feeding station, then shooting 
them once hunting season opens- turned 
out to be equally offensive to the majority 
of Coloradans. Calling for a ban on the 
use of dogs to chase and tree bears proved 
crucial to the effort's success because 
such cruelty disgusts even the casual 
hunter. No one could remain indifferent 
after viewing films of dogs chasing a ter-
rified bear, encircling her as she frantical-
ly climbed a tree, then attacking her as 
she fell , blasted by hunters' bullets. 
While the amendment language was 
being prepared in 1991 by Coloradans, 
The HSUS, and The Fund for Animals, 
polling and extensive analysis in Col-
orado revealed that an outright ban on all 
bear hunting would have been over-
whelmingly defeated. However, by craft-
The two babies were di sheveled, scared, 
and extremely vocal about their captivity. 
The logistics of the trip were relatively 
simple: First we would drive the bears by 
van 145 miles back to Anchorage, where 
all would spend the night. After being fed, 
ing language to ban approximately 90 
percent of the hunts and thus attracting 
the support of Colorado residents who 
strongly agreed with this approach, we 
achieved a stunning landslide victory 
against strong and well-funded opposi-
tion. The National Rifle Association, the 
Wildlife Legislative Fund of America, the 
Pro Rodeo Cowboys Association, the 
Colorado Woolgrowers Association, the 
Colorado Farm Bureau, Safari Club Inter-
national, and the lzaak Walton League 
were part of the opposing camp. 
More than l ,000 hard-working ac-
tivists throughout Colorado share this 
victory with us. Katherine Bragdon of 
Boulder organized 940 volunteers to 
spread out across the state to collect the 
signatures of those in favor of placing the 
measure on the ballot and educate voters 
on the bill's merits. Campaign director 
Michael Smith of Boulder County Audu-
bon oversaw other aspects of the fight, in-
cluding media relations, which proved 
crucial. Our sincere congratulations go to 
the Coloradans who achieved this land-
mark victory.- Michael Winikoff, HSUS 
legal investigator 
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cleaned, and rested, the cubs would be 
loaded onto an Alaska Airlines flight to 
Medford, Oregon. From Medford Dave's 
drivers would transport the cubs to a tem-
porary holding facility at Wi ldlife Images 
while HSUS and Wildlife Images volun-
teers built a large, isolated, relatively nat-
ural enclosure. Soon the cubs would be 
transferred to the enclosure and begin to 
be prepared for their return to the wild. 
The entire process went like clockwork. 
Crowds of airline personnel watched as we 
loaded the cubs in the plane's climate-con-
trolled cargo hold. As we unloaded the 
cubs almost six hours later in Medford, 
they were bright-eyed and curious about 
all the fuss. Fifteen reporters and televi-
sion cameras greeted the new arrivals. A 
quick interview, some photographs, and 
we were off to Wildlife Images. 
Bear cubs can usually fend for them-
selves after two seasons with their mother. 
Dave Siddon thinks the chances are excel-
lent that these cubs will be able to be re-
leased two years from now. "Bears are 
scent animals; that is, they live by their 
nose. They are also wonderful oppor-
tunists when it comes to food. There is no 
reason to suspect, with a careful raising re-
mote from human smells, that they 
couldn't go into a protected area, remote 
from people, say Glacier Bay National 
Forest, and quickly take up the life of a 
wild grizzly," he says. 
We believe Dave Siddon is correct. 
That is why The HSUS, with the coopera-
tion of the Alaska fish and game depart-
ment and the FWS, supports this project 
financially, through professional expertise, 
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BEAR ALERT 
FIREHOLE LAND CORPORATION, A DEVEL-
opment company based in Montana, is 
on the verge of building an eighty-seven-
acre commercial complex directly on the 
western boundary of Yellowstone Na-
tional Park, in West Yellowstone, Mon-
tana. "Grizzly Park" would include a 
1 00-room luxury hotel, stores, a theater, 
restaurants, a gas station, and a park for 
recreational vehicles. It would be located 
within the known home ranges of at least 
five wild grizzly bears. More than half a 
million visitors are projected to visit 
Grizzly Park each year. Grizzly Park is 
more than just a large commercial devel-
opment. Sandwiched between the retail 
complex on one side and Yellowstone 
National Park on the other would be a 
"Grizzly Discovery Center." This grandly 
named facility turns out to be a zoo for 
black and grizzly bears. 
How could grizzly bears, who are pro-
tected by the ESA, be used in what is pri-
marily a money-making tourist attrac-
tion? There's a loophole in the act: Griz-
zly bears and members of other threat-
ened or endangered species can be ob-
tained by private interests if the animals 
are to be used for scientific purposes or 
to promote the recovery of the species. 
Firehole has argued that Grizzly Park 
will be an important vehicle for research 
and for conservation education and will 
therefore promote the recovery of threat-
ened grizzly bears. 
The HSUS disagrees with this ratio-
nale and finds it, at best, self-serving. 
Grizzly-bear habitat surrounding Yel-
lowstone is being threatened with plans 
for more logging, strip mining, livestock 
grazing, and other developments. The in-
tensive human activity associated with 
Grizzly Park would add to the frenzy of 
destruction around the park, spilling onto 
national park land already undergoing a 
major ecological transformation because 
and with our spirit. 
People may ask, "Why so much trouble 
to take care of a couple of bears? Why pre-
serve bears at all?" I think Dave Siddon 
answered that when posed a similar ques-
tion: 
I have been asked by reporrers hmr I can 
justifj· spending 58.000 on a baby bear 
n-hen children are stan·ing. .'vfy answer 
has ahmys been ;o point out rhat 11·e as 
humans are the onh· mganisms capable of 
caring for other animals. It 's the main 
thing that makes us human. If you can 't 
of the extensive fires in 1988. 
Tourists might not be the only visitors 
to Grizzly Park. Also ambling in might 
be some of Yellowstone's wild bears, 
lured by the scents of strange bears and 
their food. Black bears living free and 
grizzly bears critical to the recovery of 
the species could find themselves con-
fronted with swarms of people in unex-
pected places. Through no fault of their 
own, animals could become so-called 
problem bears and risk being placed in a 
zoo or "research" facility. 
In the view of The HSUS, the "educa-
tional" message related by Grizzly Park 
would do nothing to offset the develop-
ment's damaging effect on Yellowstone 
and its wildlife. What natural processes 
would be showcased by a display of cap-
tive bears engulfed in a maze of glitzy 
souvenir shops and fast-food restaurants? 
The HSUS believes that visitors to Griz-
zly Park would learn not of conservation, 
care, and respect for nature, but that ani-
mals can be exploited for profit and 
amusement. 
Grizzly Park would blight the Yellow-
stone ecosystem. It would damage habi-
tat, turn wild bears into captive bears, 
and exploit those animals to attract 
tourists. 
Ground clearing has already begun 
for Grizzly Park. However, the FWS has 
not yet given Firehole permission to hold 
grizzly bears there. HSUS members may 
be able to persuade the FWS to reject 
Firehole 's application to hold captive 
grizzlies. Please write to: Director, U.S . 
Fish and Wildlife Service (Washington, 
DC 20240); The Hon. Max Baucus 
(United States Senate, Washington, DC 
20510); and The Hon. Pat Williams 
(United States House of Representatives, 
Washington, DC 205 1 5).~Allen T Rut-
berg, Ph.D. , HSUS senior scientist, Wild-
life and Habitat Protection 
spend 58, 000 on a baby bem; why bother 
to spend hundreds of thousands keeping a 
human afh'e? The facr is, if we look on 
Homo sapiens as the only life f orm worth 
saving, ir probably isn 't. 
There is a less complicated reason for 
\Yhy we came to the rescue of two or-
phaned cubs: We care. For all of us at The 
HSUS and all of you who support our ef-
forts , that is enough. • 




firlt~rs -WhLo want to)earn agro-forestcy so as not to d~$troythe natural habitats 
ugon f~~ ~urvival. In Indi~, Nobel> Peace Ppze-winner Mother Teresa 
hi ~xpressed appf~ciation for the EarthKind philosophy, apd Maneka Gandhi, for-
~r minister of en~irom~ent for India, has indicate4 her willingness to help foster the 
~· ~:_'\: ·. '?-- . ·- - - ~:; 
goals arid principles we have set forth . • .. 
~ · In'Afrig~, EarthJi0nd has developed a project to.~;fford more protection for the rhi-
noceros a:nd eieph~nt populations, which are being decimated by poachers. Richard 
9 ., ' '~I,l, a member ofEarthKind's president's;council; has rointed out, "The con-
ion officers of Zimbabwe are on the front lines of the battle to save the biodiver-
. "'··que region." EarthKind is undertaking several; efforts to save biodiversity 
. r its medical and scientific value as well as for its iptrinsic V(llue as a part 
of the living web oflife. 
· ·~;In fhe):Jpited States, EarthKind has set up an jqvovati~~ and exhting program in 
•• - -';: ' J:# _.# ·:"'4''- ·. -- _,_;;:£ 
Yellowstone National Park, called The Yellowstone Project, that wi:1! offer volunteers 
. t~ pnortunity to become citizen-scientists. Starting this~pmmer,: laypeople who 
c~~"about lieJPihg anin1als and the Earth will have the oppprtimitito work under)be 
guidanee of trained scientists to inventory and monitor tlie£beautiful Yellowstone area. 
It is hopedt}lat The Yellowstone Project will be~om~ a m&ael program for other na-
, :~& - - "t<. , • -, A 
tiona! park§ in America and around the world. "". · · . , 
" ./;< ·,;_:,__ -" - ---·. "'' - -,, 
.,f ,:;:~artpl<;.j~d issr~k:ingt() empower and strenm;h~~ tocaln~IJgov~rninent<;t organi~a-
tiotis ru;ourid the w9r1d. While the fight for animal .and environmental protection has . 
br9~9 tfte.~~.s a11dJ?'~.sic principles, the struggle's efficacy,:will tum on the ability of )o-
·;.:· . .. ·.11'·'¢''1 . • .•. . . ..:.c. ,. . . . .. 
cal~groupS. and inaividua1s to make their case to the larger·coinmunity. EarthKind will 
help .tell t~,stori~~ifthese enviromnentalgroups t}lroug~its Ey;g;of the Earth pro j-
ed. Rock:.·"' · ron~J.Beach'Boys h~ve teamed up with EartlilZfndto get broadc;ast-
meras into the bands of local organizations. By 'showing the organiza~ 
tions ' fit dec.J!~ion~niakers, EarthKind will be able to'effect positive changes in 
poiicies forthe ruJtnals audthe Earth. . • . 
·.EarthKinO is- al~ deep& concerned with the cause of environmental justice. For 
each ,issue ~e.mu~¥'ask: ,;Who is most vtilnerable?" Theirs are the voices of greatest 
urgency; therefore, they~ave the s?'ongest claim to moral authority. For this reason 
we,have launchecfthe Campaign for Envii:onmenta:I Justice. 
EarthKind spreads the Jilessagethrough its Earth Voice publication and, with The 
H~!;JS, through KIND News, a children's publication of the National Association for 
Humane and Environmental Education. EarthKind is raising a new flag of compas-
sioh. ln thewords of Ms. Cooper, "EarthKind has the power to give new heart. new 








As THE WORLD 'S LEADI NG EXEMPLAR OF 
free market economics, the United States 
has a special obligation to discover effec-
tive ways of using the power of market 
forces to help save the global environment. 
further thought. Since it has been dis-
counted into insignificance, they figure we 
can just forget about it. And meanwhile we 
go on preaching to the rest of the world 
that our brand of market economics takes 
crease in the amount of interest companies 
show in improving the efficiency of their 
processes in order to reduce the pollution 
they cause. 
To most of us, the principle sounds 
Yet even as we correctly 
point out the dismal failures 
of communism, and even as 
we push the underdeveloped 
world- appropriately, in my 
view- to adopt a market-
based approach to econom-
ics, we have been reluctant to 
admit our failure to bring en-
vironmental values into our 
economic decisions. Further, 
the Bush administration has 
shown little interest in chang-
ing the government policies 
that presently distort the ptin-
ciples of market economics 
in ways that encourage the 
destruction of the environ-
ment. 
Many U.S. policymakers 
seem content to leave the en-
vironmental consequences of 
our economic choices in the 
large wastebasket of econom-
Exhaust containing dangerous cnrbon monoxide, a direct cause of the greenhouse effect, 
is emitted from an automobile. Opposite: a carbou·coated smokestack burns tar paper, 
tires, and other discarded waste, releasing toxic gases into the atmosphere in the 
process. Pollution is waste-what's left O\'Cr from the production of goods, says rice 
President ·elect Gore. Reducing pollution-(!conomic waste-increases profits and makes 
our industries more competitive in the global marketplace. 
unassailable: let the polluter 
pay. But what about when it 
applies to each of us instead 
of to a nameless, faceless, 
corporation? For example, 
rather than require homeown-
ers to pay higher property 
taxes to cover the cost of 
garbage collection, why not 
lower property taxes and then 
charge for garbage collection 
directly- by the pound '7 
Those responsible for creat-
ing more garbage would pay 
more; those who found ways 
to cut down would pay less. 
The interest m recycling 
might rise dramatically And 
when choosi ng between prod-
ucts at the store. people might 
even start avoiding wmeces-
sary and bulky packaging if 
they knew it was going to end 
ic theory labeled externalities. 
Anything that economists wish to forget 
about is called an externality and then ban-
ished from serious thought. For example, 
consider this analysis by President Bush's 
Council of Economic Advisers of the im-
pact of global warming on agriculture: 
The costs of today s agricultural policies 
are estimated to be more important in eco-
nomic terms than even pessimistic esti-
mates of the effects of global warming, 
largely because the f ormer must be borne 
in the present and the latter may occur, if 
at all, in the relatively distant f uture. 
That's it. As far as the council is con-
cerned, global warming need be given no 
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everything into account in the most effi-
cient way imaginable. 
What if we took a broader view and be-
gan incorporating factors affecting the en-
vironment into our economic system? 
How would we do it? Well, here are some 
specific proposals. 
None is likely to be more effective than 
finding ways to put a price on the environ-
mental consequences of our choices, a 
price that would then be reflected in the 
marketplace. For example, if \Ve were to 
tax the pollution dumped by factories into 
the air and water, we would get less of it. 
And we might well notice a sudden in-
up in their garbage. There is 
an economic rule of thumb: 
whatever we tax, we tend to get less of; 
whatever we subsidize, we tend to get 
more of. Currently, we tax work and we 
subsidize the depletion of natural re-
sources-and both policies have con-
tributed to high unemployment and the 
waste of natural resources. What if we 
lowered the tax on work and simultaneous-
ly raised it on the burning of fossil fuels? 
It is entirely possible to change the tax 
code in a way that keeps the total amount 
of taxes at the same level, avoids unfair-
ness and "regressivity," but discourages 
the constant creation of massive amounts 
of pollution. 
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The United Nations Conferenc.e on Environment and Development was a tuming point for a world try-ing to confront an unprecedented 
global ecological crisis. The Earth Sl.llll-
mit laid the groundwork for meaningful 
changes in policies in every nation to stop 
the, destruction of the Earth. Leaders 
around the world are now thinking about 
the same;.,cha!lenge at the same time in a 
new way. 
At the Earth Summit, there was the re-
alization that this crisis is visible around 
the, globe: the disappearance of the Aral 
Sea, the burning of the rain forests, the 
disappearance of living species at a rate 
one thousand times faster than the natural 
extinction rate, the tragedy of Love Canal, 
theg~rbage crsis, . the oil spill in Alas~a, 
the dead dolphins in the GuJf of Mexico, 
the .dead seals in the North .. Sea and the 
dead starfish in the White Sea, and the 
37,000 children who die each day from 
preventable disease and malnutrition. 
A number of dramatic changes made it 
possible for the Earth Summit to take 
place. For instance, people all over the 
world are beginning to feel that they are 
part of a single global civilization. We are 
a community of separate nations and we 
shall remain so, but we face a global envi-
ronmental crisis that demands an intema-
tional response. We must construct a com-
mon agenda for solving those problems. 
Most qf the world now agrees that 
freydom. is a prerequisite for solving the 
global environmental crisis. As people 
whq care about the .future of our world, we 
must make a compact with one another to 
struggle against the enemies of freedom. 
Dictatorship is an enemy of freedom. 
Communism is an enemy of freedom. Ig-
norance is an enemy of freedom. Corrup-
tion is an enemy of freedom. 
Racism and sexism, exploitation and 
oppression are enemies of freedom, and 
everywhere we look in the world today, 
wherever the human spirit is crushed, 
wherever individuals feel powerless and 
live out their lives in fear that they have no 
meaning or purpose, human beings and 
the environment suffer. 
We have an obligation to link around 
the world the democracy movement and 
the environmental movement. 
We also have an obligation to redefine 
the relationship between civilization and 
the Earth. Through the scientific and tech-
nological revolutions in particular, we 
have fundamentally changed the way in 
which we interact with our environment. 
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THE MES'SAGE OF 
Technology has separated us from the nat~ 
ural world that sustains us and has blinded 
us to the harmful environmental impact of 
our current patterns of development. 
International agreeme11ts such as the 
Montreal Protocol, which limits the 
amount of chlorofluorocarbons (or CFCs) 
that can be released into the atmosphere, 
give us cause for hope. And, at the Earth 
Summit, an agreement was reached that 
lays the groundwork for achieving re~ 
duced emissions of greenhouse gases. We 
must build on these successes by making 
a commitment to research and develop 
new technologies that allow and foster 
econqmic progress without environmental 
destruction. 
Moving these programs and initiatives 
from the bottom of the list of priorities to 
tq~ top means investing in.the future .and 
in a growing economy that will produce 
new jobs and increase productivity. It 
means new business and increasing prof-
its. By protecting our natural resources, 
we preserve the foundation for economic 
progress. 
Environmental efficiency helps busi-
nesses become more competitive. After 
all, pollution really is waste- what's left 
over from the production of goods. Re-
ducing pollution--economic waste-in-
creases profits and makes our industries 
more competitive. 
Japan and Germany have already rec-
ognized and started to take advantage of 
this new way of thinking. Both of these 
competitors openly proclaim that the 
biggest new market in the history of world 
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THE EARTH SUMMIT 
business is the market for the new prod-
ucts and processes that will foster eco-
nomic progress without environmental 
destruction. 
In fact, the global market for environ-
mental. technologies is currently at about 
$270 billion a year and is growing at 7 
percent a year. Meanwhile, we now im-
port many of the environmental technolo-
gies we once pioneered. For exan1ple, we 
import 70 percent of our pollution-control 
technologies and we are net importers of 
solar and wind-energy technologies. 
The companies with the best environ-
mental strategies will lead business in the 
twenty-first century. They are among the 
most competitive and profitable. Here in 
the United States, for example, the 3M 
Corporation saves millions of dollars each 
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year through its "Pollution Prevention 
Pays" program. 
At the heart of these business and gov-
ernment, individual and collective, state 
and global initiatives to foster economic 
growth without harming the environment 
is a shared understanding reached by all 
who participated in the Earth Summit: we 
must reevaluate and repair our relation-
ship with the world that sustains us. We 
must work to create a better world for the 
generations to come. 
The Earth Summit showed us that we 
can achieve our goals, both individually 
as sovereign nations and as a global com-
munity. We are one world. We have com-
mon commitments. And we share a com-
mon hope for the future of this 
Earth.-Albert Gore, Jr. 
The sun is obscured in filth-filled atmosphere. caused 
by emissions from a pulp mill in Canada. Inset (top): a 
shipment of pulpwood headed for the manufacturer: 
(bottom): bundled newspapers destined for recycling 
can decrease the production of paper made from rirgin 
wood. The vice prcsident·clcct has propo ed a nlnteri· 
als fee that paper mills, for example. would pay based 
on the percentage of paper they make from freshly cut 
trees as opposed to recycled pulp and paper. Fee payers 
would qualify for tax credits toward purchasing rCC) · 
cling equipment and collecting rccyclables. 
Accordingly, I propose: 
1. That we create an Environmental 
Security Trust Fund, with payments in-
to the fund based on the amount of CO, 
put into the atmosphere. Production of 
gasoline, heating oil and other oil-based 
fuels, coal, natural gas, and electricity gen-
erated from fossil fuels would trigger in-
cremental payments of the CO, tax accord-
ing to the carbon content of the fuel s pro-
duced. These payments would be reserved 
in a trust fund, which would be used to 
subsidize the purchase by consumers of 
environmentally benign technologies-
such as low-energy light bulbs or high-
mileage automobiles. A corresponding re-
duction in the amount of taxes paid on in-
comes and payrolls in the same year would 
ensure that the trust fund plan does not 
raise taxes but leaves them as they 
are- while having sufficient flexibility to 
ensure progressivity and to deal equitably 
with special hardships encountered in the 
transition to renewable energy sources 
(such as those faced by someone with no 
immediate alternative to the purchase of 
large quantities of heating oil, gasoline, or 
the like) . I am convinced that a C0 1 tax 
which is completely offset by decreases in 
other taxes is rapidly becoming politically 
feasible. 
But C02 taxes will not be enough to 
stop the profligate waste of virtually all 
other natural resources, and as a result I al-
so propose: 
2. That a Virgin Materials Fee be im-
posed on products at the point of manu-
facture or importation based on the 
quantity of nonrenewable, virgin mate-
rials built into the product. For example, 
paper mills would be charged a materials 
fee on the basis of the percentage of their 
paper made from freshly cut trees as op-
posed to recycled pulp and paper. The 
manufacturers and processors paying the 
tax would then qualify for tax credits to 
subsidize the purchase of equipment nec-
essary for recycling and for the efficient 
collection and use of recycled materials, 
assuming confirmation of a net environ-
mental benefit. 
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In addition to these two broad propos-
als, I also recommend several other specif-
ic changes in U.S. policy that would 
rewrite our economic rules of the road for 
the sake of the environment: 
3. The government should adopt a 
policy of purchasing environmentally 
appropriate substitutes wherever they 
are competitive-taking into account full 
life-cycle costs-with older, less responsi-
ble technology. For example, it should re-
place every light bulb (when it wears out) 
with one of the new long-life bulbs that 
consume only a fraction as much electrici-
ty to produce the same amount of light. 
The government should also be required to 
purchase recycled paper 
in amounts that each 
year represent a larger 
percentage of its total 
needs until virtually all 
the paper it uses is recy-
cled. If the govern-
ment- with its substan-
tial needs-can lead by 
example, it can make a 
tremendous difference 
to the ability of the new 
product manufacturer to 
achieve economies of 
scale and become viable 
enough to break into the 
market. 
for manufacturers to compete by cutting 
corners. The Bush administration- inex-
plicably- has fought hard against such 
standards. 
6. Utility rate reform must encourage 
full use of conservation and efficiency 
measures. At present, some state govern-
ments are moving aggressively on this 
front, but federal policy has lagged far be-
hind. All utilities should encourage con-
servation rather than build new generating 
capacity; helping to finance conservation 
has proved remarkably effective. Finally, 
utilities should be encouraged to plant 
forests to offset some portion of the C02 
they generate. 
careful attention to the deep social and at-
titudinal causes of America's relative eco-
nomic decline, some of which also con-
tribute to the environmental crisis: 
• The neglect of our human resources 
and falling levels ofproficiency in literacy, 
numeracy, geography, and basic reasoning 
skills. 
• Our unwillingness to make decisions 
with an eye to their long-term effects, cou-
pled with our insistence on basing strategy 
on short-term time horizons: for example, 
the practice of rewarding business leaders 
on the basis of quarterly earnings, the will-
ingness of investors to allocate capital on 
the basis of short-term profits instead of 
the quality of the goods 
produced, jobs provided, 
and long-term market 
share gained; the ten-
dency of political lead-
ers to base important de-
cisions on the percep-
tion of their impact on 
the next election or even 
on the next public opin-
ion polls. 
• Our complacent 
pursuit of outdated 
strategies that used to 
work in the postwar 
markets, when we were 
the only strong econo-
my left in the free 
world, but that have 
long since been sur-
passed by more stream-
lined and effective sn·at-
egies. 
4. The government 
must establish higher 
mileage requirements 
for all cars and trucks 
sold in the United 
States. Although the 
carbon taxes and corre-
sponding subsidies of 
the Environmental Secu-
rity Trust Fund will be 
far more effective in ac-
Ruins of a rain forest in Central America marl; what was once a raried. beautiful, life-supporting 
ecosystem. According to \'ice President-elect Gore, government officials attending the Earth Summit 
recognized that an unprecedented global environmental crisis is at hand: together, world leaders are 
now thinking in a new way about the challenges the crisis presents. 
• Our tolerance of 
government and indus-
try working at cross pur-
poses and failing to plan 
together or find ways to 
celerating the transition 
to more efficient vehicles, mandated im-
provements in the average fuel economy 
can be an important supplementary mea-
sure. With two of the largest automobile 
manufacturing plants in the world located 
in my own state, I have faced an awkward 
political problem in supporting tougher 
mileage requirements, and I do recognize 
some of the very real practical difficulties 
with the proposed legislation. Neverthe-
less, the amount of C02 emissions in the 
United States is so great that I think even 
imperfect measures to force remedial ac-
tion are better than none at all. 
5. Efficiency standards throughout 
the economy-for buildings, for indus-
trial motors and engines, and for appli-
ances-must also be strengthened. With 
tougher standards, there is less temptation 
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7. Tree-planting programs- with care-
fully selected seedlings appropriate to 
the areas being planted and careful fol-
low-up to ensure tree survival- should 
be part of workfare programs in com-
munities where work requirements are 
attached to welfare payments. Similarly, 
tree-planting projects should be given 
higher priority in summer jobs programs 
for teenagers. 
8. Accelerated phaseout of all ozone-
destroying chemicals. We should also 
subsidize the development of truly benign 
substitutes. 
There are, of course, many other prob-
lems that must be attended to if the gov-
ernment is going to play the key, construc-
tive role necessary for it to lead the world 
environmental movement. We need to pay 
resolve persistent con-
flicts, not according to the Japanese mod-
el , but according to an original and innova-
tive American model of a kind that existed 
in past national efforts such as the Apollo 
Program. 
• Our inability to translate new discov-
eries in the laboratory into new advantages 
for American companies and workers . 
All of these problems are deeply inter-
related and all, I believe, can be solved 
with the same shift in thinking and a fo-
cused national effort represented by the 
Strategic Environment Initiative and the 
Global Marshall Plan. • 
From the book Earth in the Balance b)· 
Sen. AI Gore, published by Houghton Mif 
jlin Company, New York, © 1992 by Sena-
tor Al Gore. Reprinted by permission. 
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SUCCESSFUL SESSION 
ENDS IN CONGRESS 
I n the final days of the 102nd Congress, three landmark 
animal-protection bills were 
passed, making this one of The 
HSUS 's most successful leg-
islative sessions. 
The International Dolphin 
Conservation Act (P. L. 102-
523), sponsored by Rep. Gerry 
Studds of Massachusetts and 
vigorously suppmied by The 
HSUS, was signed on October 
26. After twenty years of con-
troversy, the U.S. government. 
animal-protection and conser-
vation groups, and key foreign 
countries finally worked out 
an international agreement that 
we hope will end the intention-
al slaughter of dolphins. 
Now the U.S. State Depart-
ment must seek agreements 
with additional nations for a 
five-year international morato-
rium on the harvesting of tuna 
using purse-seine nets set O\'er 
schools of dolphins, beginning 
March I, 1994. Countries that 
are currently being embargoed 
by the United States under the 
Marine Mammal Protection 
Act can have the embargo lift-
ed if they commit to (I) imple-
menting the moratorium: (2) 
allowing impartial obserwrs 
on vessels that now purse-
seine for tuna; and (3) reduc-
ing dolphin deaths p1ior to the 
moratorium. If a nation breaks 
the agreement, the nited 
States could impose a ne\\ em-
bargo. 
The October 5 passage of 
the Wild Bird Conservation Act 
(P.L. 1 02-440), also sponsored 
by Representative Studds, rep-
resents the culmination of four 
years of negotiations between 
The HSUS, other animal-pro-
tection and environmental or-
gani zations, ornithological so-
cieties, the pet industry, and 
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FEDERAL REPORT 
Rep. Charles Bennett 
THANK YOU! 
The HSUS thanks Rep. Charles Bennett of Florida 
for his suppmt of animal-pro-
tection legislation, particularly 
bird breeders. The legislation 
establishes ( 1) an immediate 
moratorium on the importation 
of the most threatened bird 
species; (2) an import ban one 
year after enactment of the bill 
on all bird species listed under 
appendices to the Convention 
on Intemational Trade in En-
dangered Species of Wild Fau-
na and Flora (or CITES); and 
(3) a ban on the importation of 
other bird species if there is 
sufficient evidence that contin-
ued trade is imperiling bird 
populations. 
HSUS field investigations, 
the establishment of a wi ld-
bird rehabili ta tion center in 
Honduras by Humane Society 
lntemational. and HSUS lob-
bying \\·ere instrumental in 
passage of the bill 
Congress apprm ed the 
Driftnet \1oratorium Enforce-
ment Act (P.l. 102-~ ) on 
October -t. This bill. sponsored 
by Representati\·e Studds and 
Sen. Bob Pack\mod of Ore-
gon. implements the l!.:\. res-
olution calling for a global 
moratorium on the use of 
Rep. Gerry Studds 
for his sponsorship of protec-
tive legislation for veal calves. 
Representative Bennett is re-
tiring after forty-four years in 
Congress. We wish also to 
thank Rep. Gerry Studds of 
large-scale driftnets on the 
high seas by December 31 , 
1992. Nations continuing to 
use driftnets will be denied ac-
cess to U.S. ports and face an 
embargo of their fish, and pos-
sibly non-fish, products. 
Although the Department 
of Defense (DOD) uses more 
animals for research than any 
other government agency and 
many such animals are cov-
ered under the Animal Welfare 
Act (AWA), the DOD is not 
subject to review by the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture, 
which enforces the AWA. 
HSUS recommendations for a 
DOD report on all of its re-
search performed on live ani-
mals and for a study of such 
programs by the General Ac-
counting Office were incorpo-
rated into the House Armed 
Sen·ices Committee 's report 
for the DOD authorization bill. 
The Animal Enterprise Pro-
tection Act (PL. I 02- 346). 
\\·hich makes it a federal crime 
to trespass or destroy materials 
at facili ties that engage in ani-
mal research , was signed on 
Rep. Ronald Dellums 
Massachusetts, for his work in 
protecting dolphins and wild 
birds, and Rep. Ronald Del-
lums of California, for his ef-
forts to protect animals in mil-
itary experiments. • 
August 26. Although The 
HSUS does not condone van-
dalism, arson, or any type of 
violence, the initial bill was so 
broad that it would have im-
peded legitimate investigations 
of potential violations of ani-
mal-protection laws and de-
terred whistleblowers from re-
porting such violations. The 
HSUS brought these issues to 
the attention of the House 
Agriculture and Judiciary Com-
mittees, and the final version is 
responsive to our concems. 
Unfortunately, in August 
the U.S. Department of the In-
terior denied a 1989 petition 
filed by The HSUS and others 
to upgrade the African ele-
phant from threatened to en-
dangered status under the En-
dangered Species Act, despite 
evidence of small populations 
and habitat destruction. The 
HS US wi ll continue to empha-
size that overwhelming evi-
dence warrants the listing of 
the Af1ican elephant as endan-
gered and press for further 
protection of this beleaguered 
species. • 
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THE DARK AGES 
REVISITED? 
O n November4, 1992, the Supreme Court of the 
United States heard oral argu-
ments on the issue of whether 
sacrificing animals in religious 
ceremonies is protected by the 
Constitution's guarantee of 
free exercise of religion (see 
the Fall 1992 HSUS News). 
The HSUS and four other 
national animal-protection or-
ganizations, in a brief filed 
with the Court, argued that 
state and local governments 
should be constitutionally able 
to outlaw the killing of animals 
for religious purposes. Ameri-
can society, of course, each 
year lawfully uses- and kills-
millions of animals for food, 
clothing, biomedical research, 
protection of people and prop-
erty, and sport. Why, in such a 
context, should animals not be 
killed in the name of religion? 
The answer lies both in the 
substantial changes in the 
moral and legal culture of this 
country since the founding of 
the organized humane move-
ment in the last century and in 
the underlying reasons for pro-
tecting religious freedom in 
the first place. 
Prior to the passage of New 
York State's anticruelty statute 
in 1867, animals anywhere 
could be killed or abused with 
impunity for any reason or for 
no reason at all. Over the suc-
ceeding forty years, the hu-
mane movement engineered 
he adoption of anticruelty 
starutes. most of which were 
od led on the "\few York law, 
:.;-; :ill s:.a ~sand through public 
· d general ac-
;;u stanrial 
LAW NOTES 
Animal sacrifice is a relic of another time, place, and prevailing 
morality. In Florida two bound sheep await their death in the 
backyard of a practitioner of Santeria. 
changes in the moral and legal 
climate of the country. The un-
necessary killing of animals 
was, by and large, outlawed 
(although law enforcement 
was, and remains, imperfect). 
Courts not only affirmed the 
constitutionality of the anti-
cruelty statutes but also recog-
nized them as hallmarks of 
progress and of a shift in pub-
lic standards of behavior to-
ward nonhuman life. More 
specialized statutes striking at 
customs and practices once 
considered reputable, such as 
animal-fighting events, fol-
lowed. A battery of federal 
protective statutes comple-
mented state law. The result, 
over the course of a century, 
was a steadily enhanced pro-
tection afforded to animals and 
a concomitant narrowing of 
the acceptable justifications 
for killing or exploiting ani-
mals Gustifications that were 
grounded in tangible, objec-
tiYely established human needs 
such as food, clothing, and 
preservation of public health 
and safety, or in the prevention 
of suffering in animals them-
selves). Even sport hunting is 
now commonly justified, al-
beit speciously, as a food-gath-
ering activity or as a humane 
measure to prevent crowding, 
disease, and malnutrition in 
wild-animal populations. 
Permitting the killing of an-
imals to satisfy subjective reli-
gious beliefs-a purported jus-
tification disconnected from 
both a standard of necessity, in 
the sense of tangible, objective 
human needs, and from hu-
mane considerations- would 
be, then, a giant step backward 
to the time when animals 
could be abused at the whim of 
their immediate custodians 
without legal consequences. 
Like human sacrifice, animal 
sacrifice is a relic of another 
time, place, and prevailing 
public morality. 
Moreover, extinguishing 
life in the name of religion 
undermines one of the purpos-
es behind the free-exercise-of-
religion clause itself. Reli-
gions are given special status 
under the Constitution: first, 
for pragmatic reasons- to avoid 
the sectarian warfare and civil 
unrest that Europe experienced 
for generations; and second, 
because religions are supposed 
to nurture conscience and 
keep it active. As the courts of 
the last century recognized, 
the refinement of conscience 
through the expansion of hu-
man sympathies toward non-
human life for the general so-
cial benefit was the moral idea 
underlying the anticruelty 
Jaws, the notion that cruelty 
and unnecessary killing of ani-
mals deadens conscience to-
ward all forms of life, includ-
ing people, being readily ac-
cepted at that time. 
Animal sacrifice is a prac-
tice that atrophies conscience. 
It is a practice based on the ex-
tremely dangerous outlook 
that ideology is more impor-
tant than life. It ignores the 
link between permitting vio-
lence toward animals and en-
gendering violence toward hu-
man beings, a link being con-
firmed by modern sociological 
research. 
While religious beliefs are 
legally untouchable in the 
country, and properly so, The 
HSUS believes that nothing in 
the First Amendment requires 
protection of religious prac-
tices steeped in a fundamental 
disrespect for life. • 
The Law Notes are HTitten by 
HSUS General Counsel Roger 
Kindler and Senior Counsel 
Murdaugh Stuart Madden. 
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Carry The Humane 
Society of the 
United States VISN Card . 
.{i Protecting the Earth's animals is a task that ar... requires energy, dedication - and financial 
resources. That's why The Humane Society of the 
United States (HSUS) has joined with Marine Midland 
Bank to offer members an innovative credit card program. 
With the HSUS VISA Card, you'll receive unparalleled financial benefits. And 
every time you use your card, Marine Midland donates a portion of the fee income to 
The Humane Society for its many worthwhile activities. 
Your card helps bolster international animal-protection efforts at no additional cost to you. 
Check out these features: 
;t'l1.9% Balance Transfer APR:' 
;t' Annual membership fee waived for the first six months:' 
;t'Up to $25,000 Line of Credit. ;t'Financial support for the HSUS. 
Apply today. Upon approval you'll receive complete details about how to use your 
Marine Midland® account along with your Line of Credit Checks to transfer any other 
existing credit card balances (up to your new credit limit) to your Marine Midland 
credit line. All at a fixed APR of 11.9% for loan transactions until December 31, 1994 .* 
HSUS VISA. The card that helps protect animals and the Earth. 
1D APPLY BY PHONE CALL: 
1-800-446-5336 
(Monday-Friday, 8:30a.m. to 8:00p.m EST) 
Ask for Operator HS-1 . 
'After December 31. 1994, any loan transactions or balances will revert to 
the then applicable variable APR. The HSUS Classic VISA Card features a 
current variab le APR rate of 16.95%. The HSUS VISA Gold Card fea tures 
a current variable APR rate of 14.95%. Current variable rates valid through 
12/ 31!92. The standard 1% Transaction Fee for Cash Advances and Line 
of Credit Checks will be waived throughout the term of th is 11.9% APR 
offer. Cash Advance fee of $1.25 if obtained at an electronic facility (ATM). 
Ann ual membership fees after the first six months: The HSUS Classic 
VISA Card $20: the HSUS !SA Gold Card: $36. 
The Humane Society of the United States 
2100 L Stree t , l\~'~ Washington, DC 20037 
.\ddres Correc tion Requested 
will be hard to top Animal Care 
. y''"'.d'-"' '92-that's why this year we're 
·going to "Go for the Magic" in Or-
lando, Florida! Mark your calendar 
and begin making plans to attend 
Animal Care Expo '93. 
Expo '93 will showcase the most 
practical and innovative equip· 
ment, products, and services avail-
able for humane sheltering, care, 
and control of domestic and ~ild 
animals. Expo '93 's many educa-
tional workshops will help animal-
sheltering, -care, and -control pro-
fessionals stay up-to-date on the 
field's latest information, technolo-
gy, and resources. 
Put some magic on your agenda 
year and seize the opportunity 
combine business with pleasure. 
to join us March 17-20 at 
;;:.Orlando's '1.Win Towers Hotel and 
~Convention Center. Advance regis-
J ration is only $18. 
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